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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
# Calloway County
Member of Associated Press

-n&Hear
Around
Murray
J. Paul Getty, the billionaire
says "The trouble with getting
away from all your troubles is
that most of dm are portable". The moril f course is
meet your troubles where they
are--right in your own
backyard.
Fellow says after his girl
broke their engagement "I told
her so often how wonderful she
was that Lhe decided she could

Watching the reuniting of
American prisoners of war with
their families was a heart
rending sight.
We feed the Squirrels at our
house so we are taking steps to
try to keep them out of the bird
feeders. They prefer the Sunflower seeds in the feeders to
the ear corn we provide for
them. Freed Cotham is fixing us
a couple of baffles or guards or
whatever you want to call them,
to put on the one and one-half
inch poles which support the
feeders. These will be conical in
shape and hopefully it will
prevent them from shinnying up
the poles to the feeders.
We don't really mind their
eating from the feeders except
that they make out the Sunflower seeds, kicking the rest of
the seeds out on the ground
where the Doves, Meadovm
barks, Towhees and other birds
feed. The main thing is that they
can empty the entire feeder in
less than half a day. We usually
throw some feed out on the
ground anyway for the rest of
the birds
Several reports from other
folks about the Evening
Grosbeaks wintering here. Mrs.
John Parker reports she has a
whole galaxy of birds at her
home over in the City Park. She
has a vantage point from which
to view the feathery creatures.
Bend your head to view the
many creatures in this world
and you will have a greater
appreciation of life itself.

One Section
Today
Twelve Pages
In Our 94th Year
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Windy and colder, with snow
flurries and slowly falling temperatures today. A travelers
advisory was in effect this
morning and snow accumulation of one to two inches was
predicted. Clearing and much
colder tonight.. High today in
the mid to upper 30s, low
tonight in the teens. Sunny and
colder Friday. High Friday in
the 20s. Fair and not quite so
cold Saturday:
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By David Hill
Ledger and Times Staff Writer
Paul Buchanan doesn't think
big, he trunks small.
Buchanan, who works for the
Murray Water System, has
what is believed to be the
•••••••••••••,...., ••
largest set of solid brass, hand
4••••••4.1..% A.••• ••
•••%•%•••••••1,...
shaped, little tools in the world.
What are little tools? Little
,•
••
•
tools are just that; miniature
i
i•
‘
‘
•
•• ,
reproductions of tools that are
•••.'
44.•
Ait••
used by carpenters, mechanics,
•••••••
brick masons, and other persons who work with their hands.
net -01-54 Isola- took bisyears of Buchanan's spare
time These tools are made out
of solid sheets of brass, with
only two of the tools being bent
Into shape.
The claws of two claw
hammers in the set are the only
pieces which have been bent
into shape. The rest were filed
down with jeweler's files, and
shaped out of solid sheets of
brass.
A small crowbar, for
example, which has an S-type
shape, was not bent into form. It
was cut out of a square sheet of
brass, anf filed down to a
, ,
perfect shape.
hammers,'
two
claw
I have
Buchanan says, "because no
- -..7
: carpenter would ever be
__without two hammers, in case
he breaks a claw on one of
them"
'
The set includes a wood plane
pieces.
It
the
of
most
A small wood plane is barely an inch long, and is about the ayerage size of
that is only 1-Ls inches long,
took six years' spare time for Buchanan to complete the set.
(See Tools, Page 12)
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Murray Postoffice
Closed On Monday
The Murray Post Office will
observe the federal holiday,
Washington's birthday, on
Monday, February 19, according to post office officials.
No city or rural mail delivery
will be made on Monday, but
special delivery service will be
maintained. The lobby of the
post office will be open for the
benefit of box holders and for
the purchase of stainps from the
machines.
Persons are asked to please
refrain from the calling the post
office on Monday as only a
small force will be on duty.

Met with the Administrative
Staff of the City Schools
yesterday when their subject
was -school-community
relations. An interesting and
worthwhile session. A nice
group of people who do an excellent job.

The Weather

10' Per Copy

s'Spare Time ResUJisIn A One-Of-A-Kind Collection

Read the story today about
Paul
Buchanan's
hobby.
Unusual and interesting.

One vital point which was
brought out was that our
population is not static. One
might assume that everyone in
the city knows about a certain
procedure, a certain status, a
certain location, a certain
policy. This could be true if the
same people were concerned
over the years. But this is not
the case. New people are
constantly moving in who know
nothing about policy, location,
status or procedure of a given
system, plant,
store,
organization, agency or club
Then too, people do grow up and
their interests broaden to include many things they were
not concerned with as a school
child.
--- Tide points out the continuing
need for public relations on the
part of every business,
organization, industry, agency
or system.

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, February 15, 1973

Charles F. Hassan

Hussung Is
Finalist In
Competition
Charles F Hussung, son of
Dr and Mrs Karl Hussung, 900
Meadow Lane, has been named
a finalist in the National Merit
Scholarship competition for
1973.
Hussung, a senior at Murray
High, is one of the 14,500
finalists in the United States,
and will be in competition for
the 3,000 scholarships to be
awarded to outstanding senior
students this year.
Hussung has been a member
of the chorus for three years; he
is vice-president of the senior
class; he was manager of the
football team; he is past
president of the Teen Who Care;
and was Murray High's Star
Student for the Kentucky
Clamber of Commerce.
Hussung received a letter of
commendation from Elizabeth
Jacks, executive vice-president
_of
the
National_ .Merit
Scholarship 'FoundatToTt
congratulating him on hi*,
selection as a finalist.

South Viet Guards' Tactics
Upset Peacekeeping Machinery
SAIGON AP.] - Tough cop
tactics of the South Vietnamese
guards at Saigon's Tan Son
Nhut Air Base are jarring the
delicate peacekeeping machinery.
The Polish and Hungarian
delegations to the International
Commission for Control and Supervision are threatening to
move their troops out of the
commission's compound at the
base and take up quarters in
downtown Saigon.
Sources close to the commission say 'the Poles are furious
because their chief delegate,
Bogdan Wasilewski, has been
stopped several times at the
gates and required to show his
identity cards although his car
was flying the commission flag.
Once, he was forced to let his
ear be searched.
The Hungarians, most of
them senior officers in distinctive pointed caps, object
strongly to having to pass
through the guard posts of another nation, particularly one
whose peacekeeping activities
they are supposed to be monitoring.
Canadian officers in limousines and scout cars flying
the red Maple Leaf flag have
been delayed for as long as

four hours at the main gate in
almost invariably futile attempts to escort Canadian and
U.S.journalists to their compound.
"I try to hang as much shoulder out the window as possible
every time I go past that guard
point so they'll see the gold
bars. But it doesn't always
work," said a Canadian colonel.

The Viet Cong and North
Vietnamese members of the
Joint Military Commission say
they complained this week to
William H Sullivan, visiting
U.deputy assistant secr _
of state for East Asian affairs,
about their virtual unpr
ment in a run-down barracks
(See Viet Peace, Page 12i

DECA WINNERS-Six local D.E. students received trophies at the recent Regional DECA Cosference. Back row,left to right, Roderick Reed, Jimmy (angles, and Lamar Harrell. Front row, A's
Colson, Mary Devin, Jennifer Tabers.

Dr. Morgan Sisk
Speaks On 'Water
Pollution' at Meet

Local DECA Chapter Is
Awarded Seven Trophies

Dr. Morgan Sisk, assistant
professor in the department of
biology at Murray State
University, was the guest
speaker at the meeting of the
New Concord Parent-Teacher
Club held on Tuesday, February
13, at seven p.m. at the school.
The Murray professor showed
slides on "Water Pollution" and
told many interesting facts
about the subject. He discussed
the history of water pollution
and told how spray for termites
in the house can pollute well
water Dr. Sisk also urged
nos
housewives to
use
phosphate detergent.
Hall Winchester, president,
presided. The fourth grade was
in charge of the devotional
period with Allen Hill reading
the scripture from John 15.1-12
followed by prayer by Kim
Weatherford
Plans were made for the
Father-Son ballgames on
Thursday night, February 22.
The club also discussed plans
for a Country Music Show to be
held at a date to be announced
later.
IMO the
The eighth grade
room count Refreshments were
served by the fourth grade.

Murray Vocational School
students
of
Distributive
Education received four first
place trophies and three second
place trophies in the West
Kentucky Regional DECA
Career Development Conference at Murray State
University Monday, F'ebruary
12.
Twenty one West Kentucky
schools with more than 1200
students enrolled in D.E. met in
competition to decide who
would represent Region One at
the State DECA Career
Development Conference in
Louisville, March 8, 9, 10. All
first and second place winners
will compete again on the state
level.

former PCA s to arrive
Wednesday at Travis, the
jumping-off point for 2.2 million
fighting men over the past decade.
Two other former prisoners
arrived home Tuesday under
less happy circum.stances - to
go to the bedsuies of serioualy
ill mothers.
The 40 former prisoners of
war arriving today are to be
aboard two aircraft making the
long trans-Pacific flight from
Clark Air Base in the Philippines. The first is scheduled to
(See Prisoners, Page 12)

_
MATCHING FUNDS-The Sealer Citizens program in( alloway County will get a big aid in the
Form in a mini-bus, financed through local contributions and Matching funds from the federal
government. Mrs. Verona Grogan, director of the local senior citizens program, and Rev. Stephen
Davenport, coordinator, are presented with the $3,150matching funds check by Mayor Holmes Ellis.
—alltrd mainly far tifirng
Delrvery thersailVtligierTedltiaGetil'Was y7
s7rists
-TeirivilIU
to planned activities arid for short trifis and a regular schedule will be made for the bus, Mrs. Grogan
said.
(Staff Photo by David Hill

(See DECA, Page 121

PTA Of Murray High
Plans Meet Monday
The Murray High School
Parent-Teach Association will
meet Monday, February 19, at
seven p.m. in the school
cafeteria.
Mrs. Maurice Humphrey will
explain the "Phase Elective
English Program."
Introduced will be English
Hughes
teachers--Mrs
Barksdale, Mrs. Ron Beshear,
Mrs. Robert Brown, Mrs. Lucy
Rollins, -and Mrs. Allen
Russell--and guidance counselor, Mrs. William Barker
Teachers will be available for
the parents to discuss the
courses and the schedules
selected by the students.
All parents are urged to attend, a PTA spokesman said.

Students of all cods. of the
Almo School wiLlake part in
the talent show to be presented
at the school an Saturday.
February 17, according to officers of the Alrno ParentTeacher Club, sponsor of the
event.
The doors will open at 5.30
p.m for the serving of chili,
hamburgers, homemade pie,
and beverages.
BAKE SALE
The show will start at seven
The Wranglers Riding Club
p.m. A country ham will be
given away at intermission. will have a bake sale on
Admission will be twenty-five Saturday, February 17, starting
at nine a.m. at Roses Departand fifty cents.
School-Community relations
The public is invited to attend, ment Store, Central Shopping
was the subject of an Ad- a school spokesman said.
Center.
ministrative meeting yesterday
in the City School System.
School administrators in the
city system were present for the
meeting.
Fred Schultz, Superintendent
of City Schools presided and
presented some suggestions
school-community
regarding
relations of the public schools in
the city.
He pointed out that in this
relations program everyone is
involved including the students,
staff, board of education and all
persons in the community.
He set down the following
points:
School-community
1.
relations must be honest.. tell it
like it is.
2. School relations must be
continuous.
School-community
3.
relations must be an integral
part of the total education
program.
School-community
4.
relations should be positive in
approach.
5. Communication should be
in appropriate language that Ls
easily understood.
Mr. Schultz covered a wide
range of areas where relations
could be improved between the
school system and the patrons
and taxpayers. This ificluded
FOR THE SCOUTS: Dr. Howard Keller, an assistant professor
(See Relations, Page 12)
In the Department of Romantic and Slavic Languages at Murray
State University, is shown soliciting a contribution from.Murray
ALSO TEACHES
The name of Harold Grogan State President Harry M. Sparks for the 1973 Calloway County
Boy Scout fund campaign. Dr. Keller, is the fund campaign
was inadvertently omitted from
the story on the - vocational chairman for the Murray State campus. The county's share in the
school 'which was printed in Four Rivers Council campaign gqal is $3,000. and „si concentrated
'Wealeasiny'-a-edi4iou -of.: the -alert will-he mute theing_theateekotrieh_.1%25.-to reset _that
Ledger 11( Times. Grogan -abjectir. Don Keller, College Farm Road. is the general
teaches carpentry at the school. chairman

40 More Prisoners Public Relations
Arrive Home Today Is Subject Of
TRAVIS AIR FORCE BASE,
Calif. (API
Forty more liberated American prisoners of
war arrive here today, following the joyous Valentine's Day
arrival of 20 men who had been
in Communist hands for as long
as eight years.
"For over seven years that I
was a prisoner of war, I never
shed a tear In the last two
days, I've shed many tears not of sadness, but of joy," was
IA. Col. Harlan P. Chapman's
homecoming comment.
The Fremont, Calif., officer,
the first returning Marine, was,
among the first planeload Of

Talent Show To Be
Held On Saturday
At Almo School

The Murray chapter of DECA
received a first place trophy for
an
outstanding
Creative
Marketing Project which was
the result of combined work of
all students in the Vocational
School D.E. program.
The project consisted of
documented survey of more
than 2500 DE students from

School Meeting
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Women
run show Your Individual Horoscope
in...Tovey
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Copley News Service
TOVEY,ill. — Ills unusual,
if not to say curious, for women to hold the majority of positions of importance in a
gnat! American town.
But it's happening here, a
plain, unpretentious coal
miners' town 24 miles southeast of the state capital of
Springfield. Seven women
virtually are running the
show: the town's only tavern,
grocery store, general storefilling station, post office and
school. The only male-controlled positions are the political ones, the City Council and
mayoralty.
Women's Liberation did not
in the slightest enter into the
women's decisions to take on
their responsibilities. So far
from that, are they, they seem
almost hostile to the idea of
the woolen's rights movement.
All are middle-aged, and
caring little for the semantics
of the movement,.call eech

The Outstanding Civic Asset of &Community
is Mt Integrity of its Newspaper
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Open Doors
Most of the legislation that passes through
Congress is drawn up in secrecy, in closed door
committee sessions, beyond the scrutiny of the
voters back home.
A group of Senators—liberals and conservatives,
Democrats and Republicans—is trying to change
that. The members, including Tennessee Sen. Bill
Brock have proposed a resolution that would require
Senate committees to open their doors, with just two
exceptions.
........--ist...hattam..inuabi.ing_Dational_security Jar -the_
defamation of any individual, the committees would
be allowed to meet privately if a majority of
members consented. But on all other matters, the
public would be allowed to view the committee in
action. As it is now, virtually every committee holds
public hearings, then closets itself to decide how the
bill is to be drawn.
Advocates of the closed door sesssions maintain
that the system allows for more give-and-take and
diminishes the need for stilted public posturing.
Opponents contend that the public has a right to
know how and why legislation is written, like it is.
Committee action often is as crucial as proceedings
before the full Senate, more so sometimes.
The closed-door system benefits special interest
groups, who can monitor what goes on in private
through their committee contacts. In some cases,
lobbyists have been known to attend the private
sessions to help the 47/makers write the legislation.
Congress wouldn't think of conducting business
before the full House and Senate in such a secrecyshrouded manner. The scheme is just as obnoxious,
or should be, at the committee level The more
Congress does in the open. the better off the public
is.—Nashville (Tenn.) Banner.

Ten Years Ago Today
LILDGE11• 7•UNLisli 1111

Deaths reported are Mrs. Lola E. Jones, age A,
and Pearlie B. McNutt, age 71, both at the Murray
Hospital.
Mefficir-Seciety hi'close
•
I.1 • a. i MillernarganiZations andgroups will have a mass immunization campaign of
- --oral vaccin beginning March 3.
Walter (Buddy) Farris observed his 80th birthday
on February 10 at his home at 1611 West Main Street.
The Murray Woman's Club now has 360 members,
according to Mrs. C.C. Lowry, president. The
Murray Club has the largest membership in the
First District of the Kentucky Federation.

Today
20 Years Ago
rus
LEDGER•TIKES

Mrs. Dan Hutson was speaker at the Ladies Night
held by the Murray Lions Club at the Kenlake Hotel
on Tuesday. Mrs. M.C. Ellis was toastmistress.
The New Concord Redbirds won over the Lynn
Grove Wildcats 68 to 54 in a basketball game. Kemp
hit 26 for Lynn Grove, while Concord players,
Stubblefield got n and Mathis got 21.
Pvt. Benny L. Ray who is stationed at Huntsville,
Ala., is spending his furlough with his parents, Dr.
and Mrs. H.H. Ray.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is "Apache Rose"
starring Roy -Rogers and Dale Evans.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
For I reckon that the sufferings of this present
time are not worthy to be compared with the glory
which shall be revealed in us.—Romans 8:18.
The disciple of Christ cannot expect a rosy,

carefree path through life, but he does have
guarantee of eternal glory.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Ribiet Jr.

Some bankers like to say that people do not understand money, particularly the complications of
its movement and its layers of value. Bankers don't
talk to the right people. Anybody who has two dollar
bills to fold together can see that the vlaue of money
is demonstrated in what the two bills will buy—not
much. The movement of money is quite easily expalmed—in one pocket and out of the other.
"Mbney dances to the music of its
ti44,11—i9rstle a n4 cfnik." --Dictionary of Opinions
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'On the bright side, it gives you the urge to get out sooner'

Kentucky Democrats Mount
Massive Fund Raising Drive
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky Democrats hope to
raise at least 1500,000 through a
combination of direct mailings
and house-to-house canvassing
in a comparatively short period.
State Chairman J. R. Miller
outlined the ambitious program
Wednesday, saying it is for
three phases.
One is to pay off the note for
U. S. Sen. Walter ( Dee) Hoddleston, the second is to keep
state headquarters in operation
and the third to construct a
permanent party headquarters
Miller--said the priorities are
not necessarily in that order
• the aggregate total needed
would be in the neighborhood of
$800,000.
The direct mailings method
usually yields a response of under 5 per cent, but he said that
combined with canvassing and
other party activities could
bring more than 50 per cent in
this instance.
About 750 Democratic officials from throughout Kentucky
are expected to meet in the
Capital Plaza Saturday to get
training and instructions for the
fund campaign.
Miller confirmed the party
never has carried out a drive
quite this way. Basically, here
is the plan.
—The workshop participants
will be mainly county and district chairmen, plus members
of the state central executive
committee.
They will return to their
areas and hold similar workshops for precinct officers and
volunteers in the next few
weeks.
On or about March 12 the
first fund solicitation letters
will be mailed to an estimated
700,000 registered Democrats. A
professional direct mail service
has been hired for the task.
Approximately two weeks
later "people" Marches for
Democrats" will be held in numerous communities, to be followed by house-to-house canvassing by many volunteers.
The total yield? Miller said
he would not be surprised If
nearly the entire collective goal
is met by the time a "victory
gala" is held April 213 in the
Capital Plaza to celebrate the
outcome.
Miller said fund quotas will
be set up for each county and
special recognition granted to
counties which meet or exceed
the quotas.
The note signed by Miller,
Gov. Wendell Ford and five
otheestrraide money for Huddleston's scccessful campaign
last fall amounts to $200,000.
• The estimated cost of operating state headquarters, nbw
renting downtown Frankfoet
fices, is 1200,000 a year. Miller

estimated
per cent goes for lot* In power will not be used
staffing a patronage system during the fund drive:
and the remainder "for purely
—The solicitation of state empolitical matters."
ployes was ordered halted by
The new headquarters build- the governor after he took ofing is expected to cost at least fice
1350,000 and the Democrats are
—"And Ford will not go to
paying 125,000 this week to acspecial interests for large
quire the land at the east edge
single contributions," Miller
of Frankfort
said.
Miller said the party has no
The workshop begins at 10
surplus at the moment because
all money on hand is needed A.M. in the Sportscenter. Ford
will wind up the proceedings
for operating headquarters.
He said two other customary with a'speech after a reception
methods of raising money for a and buffet that night.

Words Of Money World
•

Mysterious anil Complex
By JOHN CUNNIFF
AP business Analyst
NEW YORK (AP) — You
may be forgiven if you cannot
understand the }argon of the financial, monetary and economic worlds today any better than
you did in high school.
The words of the money
world are mysterious and complex.
The balance of payments, for
example, is an anomaly. It is
never in balance. There is always a plus or a minus in payments, but never, ever, a balsnce
The money crisis today is in
part a reflection of a nunus
payments situation, which
means we spent more abroad
than foreign nations spent here.
Last year the figure was 111.16
billion. Such a deficit weakens
confidence.
The extent to which language
sometimes obscures the reality
is illustrated by the extended
effort of the Germans to support the contention that the
mark is worth 31.03 cents But
the market seems to declare
otherwise.
In its attempt to prove that
figure correct, the Germans
have been forced to buy up $6
billion at that price. So long as
they poured out marks in exchange for dollars they could
maintain that price. Maybe
Just before the currency
markets closed because of the
the confusion, demand for
marks in exchange of dollars
had forced the mark price to
31.9 cents. The Germans were
still resisting, but the realities
of the market appeared to be
winning.
The confusion of meanings is
very evident in Phase Three,
which supposedly has
'brought
pricing that is unencumbered
by the federal bureaucracy ancl
which relies instead on voluntary restraint.

What is voluntary restraint'
Some have described it as
strong moral suasion in place
of firm government controls —
a return of authority to private
enterprise with the government
only wagging an admonishing
finger.
Less trusting souls fear that
a clinched fist is at the end of
that upraised arm of government and so, a bit cynically,
they have called it compulsory
volunteerism or mandatory free
enterprise.
President Nixon, whose policy it is, has more than once
suggested it is a very formidable type of control.
"I want you to know there's a
stick in the closet," he is said
to have told John T. Dunlop, director of the Cost of Living
Council. "It's a very big stick,
and I'll never hesitate to use
it." That is the President's definition.
The prime rate, which banks
are holding "voluntarily" to 6
per cent lest they get struck by
the big stick, is supposedly the
rate given the most creditworthy customers, with other
rates stepped higher from it.
But some bankers wonder if
the thing exists at all, and if it
does, what significance it has.
Many would like to abolish it
because they fear it is only a
red flag run up in the face of
an angry government.

They say the men of the
town don't resent them at all.
"We're just trying to earn a
living," said Bruna Perona,
who took over the running of
the grocery store when her
husband Louis died six years
ago.
Theresa Wasilauski, owneroperator of Theresa's Tavern,
likewise was compelled by:
widowhood to make her own
way in the world First she
ran a beauty parlor m Kincaid, then bought the tavern.
From a woman, incidentally.i She calls herself
"an Irishman running a tavern in an Italian town" and
thinks men are more pleasant, less demanding customers than women
Katherine Hake, who's been
Tuvey's postmistress for 37
years, said all but one of the
town's postal persons have
been women The last time a
man held the job was before
World War I
June E. Callaway, principal
of the elementary school and
superintendent of the elementary school district, came to
Tovey: fresh from receiving
her master's degree in teaching from the University of Ills.anois, and has given her entire
professional career to the
school. A guess on the length
of time is 40-50 years, but she
won't say how long it's been.
_
-The teaching profession is
traditionally dominated by
women, though it's becoming
bss so, and Miss Callaway
said her career had nothing to
do with Women's Lib
"No," she said with a smile.
-We don't do it in that manner I was on the job long before that was thought of "
Miss Callaway has done
work toward a Ph.D in education and says she's open to
the new ideas like the open
classroom and invidividualized instruction. The half-century-old school building is
built around a central gym,
much as the new schools are
being built around central libraries.
"The pendulum changes
back," she said
Miss Callaway looks after
the children with a mother's
('are. When I was there she
stopped one first-grade girl on
her way out of school to see if
she were taking home her
cough medicine
"I doctor them," Miss Callaway admitted, "to keep
them healthy and in class."
The general store-filling
station is run by three women,
all related by marriage and
blood: Mary Titran and her
sister-in-law Ethel Ferrari,
and their cousin Kathryn Ferrari. Ethel, incidentally, is
postmistress Hake's sister.
The three took it over only
about two months ago when
Ethel's son Tom decided to
sell it
The men of the town, says
Mrs Titran, "were glad we
took it over. Some man from
Springfield was going to buy
it They were glad it stayed
with someone in town."

v
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Look in the section in which opposition and trying to get
your birthday comes and find your regular work done. But
what your outlook is, according you CAN manage- especially if
you don't panic.
to the stars.
ARIES
SAGITTARIUS
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
(Nov. 73 to Dec. 21)
This type of day should be the
Mixed influences. In ocjust-right one for you. Where a cupational matters, superiors
project is pending, take the will be most pleased with your
Initiative if it will prevent loss of efforts; on the personal side,
time or assets. Otherwise you members of your family may
can "play it by ear."
oppose almost any of your
TAURUS
plans. Trying to maintain your
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
balance may be difficult, but
Now is the time to put forth you CAN!
your best ideas and back your CAPRICORN
good intentions with ACTION' (Dec M to Jan 20) \ti ttkrt
Opportunity is at hand to profit
A friend whose opinions are
by your many talents -- usually down-to-earth may
especially those along creative suddenly advise some rarbral
11111%.
action. Don't listen' Be alert to
GEMINI
potential consequences.
( May 22 to June 21)
AQUARIUS
Try to control a tendency to (Jan. 2110 Feb. 19)
worry over personal problems.
You can put over some at your
Help is on the way In fact, you pet ideas now if you use the softshould not only find assistance sell approach. Turn on all of
is your current dilemma, but your innate charm, and don't
also gain insight into ways to give an impression of taking
prevent fti4Fe ones
...Y141rSa tau.
CANCrit
PISCES
June 22 to July 23)
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
Some upsets indicated, but
Some may encourage you to
take them in stride and indulge in extravagance. If
maintain an even disposition, wise, however, you'll do some
and day's accomplishments will financial retrenching instead A
far exceed your expectations. good day for projects which
LEO
creative
challenge
your
(July 24 to Aug. 23
resources.
Personal relationships under
excellent influences. Business
YOU BORN TODAY are
associates should prove highly endowed with an agile mind, an
cooperative and, in your private outgoing and gregarious perlife, you may get a chance to sonality and a delightful sense
further a secret romance.
of humor. You are a person who
VIRGO
should aim high and never stop
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
increasing your fund of
Work should go exceptionally knowledge since, with it AND
well for you now and superiors your versatility, you can
will notice the results. If an achieve almost any goal upon
employer, you will get more which you set yoir heart. Your
help than usual from those leanings are toward the inwider your supervision. A fine tellectual and the creative, and
situation all around!
you could succeed as a jourLIBRA
nalist, painter, a drama or
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 231
literary critic, as an educator or
An average day, on the whole, scientist. Birthdate of Ernst
but there's a ixasibility of some Haeckl, noted biologist
complications in a financial
S. • •
matter. If you can, postpone
youR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
pop 1•73 For • personal to PROP
action for 24 hours, when you
forecast an Pokiln *555Th, bye end
can solve all with relative ease.
marrierfp, fano SI 00 Mus TS coon
con So, sinsuurs one handing to
SCORPIO
Koromap• akkok Ormeirtrnent Boa , Y1.
OW Chelsea Staten, Non York • y
(Oct. 24 to Nos' 22) rkeit
NM I mention., Win newspaper
Business affairs &dive now,
PrnI yOur NAME. ADDRESS or..
iP •n• DATE OP alRYPi :tow wrik
Id you will have to operate on
Kti eft no nolo breCaS, for ...300.
roma< sin)
two fronts: Dealing with the

deft"

nopt-

Xe•

Businessmen Oppose
Revenue Sharing-Act
Revenue sharing by the
little knowledge of any
Federal government will
locality's situation, making the
probably be a mixed blessing
determination
Realization of this fact is
probably the reason why the
Obviously, when a governindependent business people, ment unit does not receive its
voting through thii National full share of this "free"
Federation of Independent government moner, there is
Business, expressed opposition bound to be a certain element in
to the concept which is now the the community severly critical
law.
ot local government leaders On
According to the reliable Wall the other hard, those who acStreet Journal more than 6,000 tually pay taxes, will be equally
governmental units will receive as cirtical if such tactics
less than anticipated, by as promote unwarranted tax inmuch as 50 percent
creases.
This is all due to a "joker"
It does not look as if in many
that was put into the legislation locations, the position of
and which largely escaped governor, county supervisor or
public notice. This is the clause mayor is going to be the most
which requires the Treasury happiest
Department in splitting up the
$30 billion over the next five
years to ascertain if the
A black widow spider's
governmental unit, state,
county, city or town, is levying venom—more potent drop for
its
high thi
esth:n drop than a rattlesnake's
oenetlryespects
als tia
n.x
suff
In iscim
its citizenry.
cause intense pain, National
Geographic says
Deaths
however, occur from only four
Federal
a government in the role
o
or five of the more than 1.0no
of
national board
equalization,
with
the bites reported in the United
Washington buraeucrats with States each year
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MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS
Bertram S. Brown, M.D., Director
National Institute of Mental Health

Look At Autism
One of the most tragic,
and sometimes most mysterious, forms of mental illness in
children is infantile autism.
Autistic children live in a
lonely and unbreakable trance.
As babies, they seldom look
into their mother's eyes. they
never reach out to be picked
up and cuditled.
By the age of two, they have
withdrawn completely from the
world, ignoring the people
around them in favor of the
Teddy bears or dolls to which
they have become I:musts:ally
attached.
They become enraged and
5C-remit at the smallest departure from routine Some must
wear protective headgear, like
football helmets, to prevent
them from smashing their heads
assitut the walls.
But the victims of autism
often display flashes of intelliSome can memorize
gence
long, complicated stones with

flawless accuracy
absolute pitch

Many have

their views on the cause of
autism. Real cures have been
rare But parents and friends
of those who suffer from the
disease have one common goal
to find the answers to the cause
or tallies and treatment of autism.
The National Institute of
Mental Health is supporting research, of both fundamental
and clinical nature, into this
puzzling problem
A national voluntary organization dedicated entirely to the
education and welfare of all
children with severe disorders
of communication and behavior
such as infantile autism. childhood schizophrenia. and other
child psychoses is the National
Society for Autistic Children,
headquartered in Albany, New
York

With 90 chapters and over
3,000 members, NSAC includes
in its goals the task of making
everyone in our communities
aware of the affliction and of
the need for supporting research
and education in the dnve for
ilinfiVerl to the disease.
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Local Church Sending Clothing To The Needy
Bill Storng.
Until the local church is able
to set up a center of its own its
members will continue to
donate clothing to the Paris
SAWS where the workers put
the clothing in first class condition and sort it according to
size in packages for men,
women, boys, girls and infants.
From Paris, it is sent to the
Ky Tenn. Conference of

Someone in Cambodia,
Vietnam or El Salvador may
soon be wearing the clothing
supplied to the Seventh-day
Adventist Welfare Services
(SAWS) from this area.
The nearest active SAWS is
located at Paris, Tennessee.
The Murray, Fulton and Paris
Seventh-day Adventist Churches comprise a district under
the pastoral guidance of Bro.

Seventh-day Adventists and
packed in the disaster van
which was on display in the
shopping center, and at the
court house in the fall.
The Center received word
here last week that church
world headquarters has just
responded to requests from
overseas for clothing in the
amount of more than 200 tons.
The clothing is shipped and

distributed by Seventh-day
Adventist Welfare Services
(SAWS), with headquarters
offices in Washington, D.C.
SAWS has 50 representatives in
overseas countries, to facilitate
its relief program for disaster
victims.
The report said that the major
portion of the clothing in this
shipment was earmarked for
Vietnam and Cambodia
. . Other

from our neighbors and
business friends have made us
ONE in the matter of helping
our fellow beings in dire need,"
a church spokesman said. "We
thank God that Murray and
Calloway County have been
preserved from major disasters
wreaked upon such a large part
of this world. It may not always
be so," tie concluded.
United States farmers raise
more than two and a half billion chickens a year.

Prices Good Fn., Sat S. Sun., Feb.16-17 18

Hospital Report
February 11, 1973
ADULTS..192
NURSERY..8
NEWBORN ADMISSION
Mrs. Alice Marie Rudd and
Baby Boy, Route 3, Benton.
'DISMISSALS
Albert Dees Elkins, Route 1,
Miss Martha Dean Thomas, 203
N. 16th Street, Hewlett Cooper,
Route 7, Aubrey Perry Farris,
Route 5, Wm. McKinley Gentry
Jr., Route 4, Mrs. Margaret
Lorene McLeod and Baby Girl,
Renton, Mrs. Sara Kay Cothran
and Baby Girl, Route 2, Calvert
City, Mrs. l,raney Wade
206 Irvan, Murray, Miss Mary
Elizabeth Smith, 601 Waldrop
Dr., Murray, William Fulton,
Hazel, Mrs. Rena Line West,
Route 1, Farmington, Ears
Walton Riley, 617 Sha Wa
Circle, Murray, Hugh C Edwards, Route 1, Dexter, Mrs.
Flume Ahart, Almo, Mrs Marie
Sills Wimberley, 506 Poplar
Street, Murray, Mrs. Frankie
Naomi Barrett, Route 4,
Murray

The Amazon River, winding
4,000 miles to the Atlantic, almost cuts South America in
two. The river's source, lust below the backbone of the Andes
in Southern Peru. is only 97.5
miles from the Pacific

shipments, went to El Salvador.
Honduras, Iran and Iraq.
Members of the Murray
Seventh-day Adventist Church
have also contributed to
disaster relief funds, which in
the same action of SAWS
provide aid in the amount of
$11,000 to areas overseas hit by
floods.
"The generosity of Murray
has helped to make this possible
for, along with the contributions
the church members have
made, generous contributions

ear
VALUABLE

111.1 fl

Great Savings!

COLEX
CALCULATOR

2
79Reg.

Fantastic buy on this
desk top marvel' Does all
the

usual

88

calculations

plus chain or mixed multiplication and division.

ADJUSTABLE
IRONING BOARD

BATH SCALES OR
TOILET SEAT

Metal ironing board
to any
adjusts
height for comfort
while ironing.

your
choice

COUPON
VALUABLE
Eye Care Kit
Mascara, Lister, fRitatiew & Pencil

Compare
at 4 99

Compare
at 4.99

SAVE t7 colts
With Camper

Reg 2.10

With Cowan
SAVE 2.42

94.88

COUPON

VALUABLE

Hair Spray
19- TOOL BOX
WITH TRAY
This meal tool box
has plenty room for
storaipe and a re-

movable tray.

LADIES BOOT TREE

2

(

shape' Fits

great

all

Compare
1. 4 CI9

v Navy
v Mystic Blue
v White
V Yellow

COUPON

VALUABLE

Keeps your boots in
sizes.

Great

buy'

Bath Beads
Irtth Campus
574 SAVE 40 eerie

Compare

at 1.99

FOLDING
PLAY-YARD

V Beige
I'

2

Values 'a 28.88

VALUABLE

Folds easily. Nylon net
sides that help baby pull

VI COUPON

himself up, encourage .hirr

'o stand

Vitamins
SAVE lle

SWINGOMATIC
BABY SWING
Rat 9.33
Keeps baby occupied while
mom works, Wind-up mechanism operates this sturdy
swing.

VALUABLE

RY COUPON

VALUABLE

COUPON

CENTURY

RING-A-DING

97
Reg. 7.44

KNIT TANK TOPS
t00% anfyireter rib knit tank
tops are in for spring' Harness neckline, piped trim at
neck, armholes and hem.
Sizes S. M and L in assorted
colors.

66

Corrpare at 2.99

99 Mon Sat
1-6 San4aya

33

Toothpaste

800

values to 21,88
Features' chrome tray with
safety lock, chrome tubular
steel frame arid adiustable
foot tray

STROLLER
ASSORTMENT

ompare at 6.99

=I0

prig.

ASSORTED
HI CHAIRS

POLYESTER DOUBLE
KNIT PANTS
Stylish pants of tact:ward
weave in small diamond
print. 2" waistband and 20''
flare leg. Sizes 10 to 20 in
sharp colors.

Keeps baby happy! Bicycle
type seat raises and lowers.
Provides a play and snack

00
16

A great selecur
tion for your
Value!
' babyl

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
* ACRES OF FREE PARKING *
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities!

WNW
'BANKAMERICARD

753-8777
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By JACK STEVENSON.
Associated Press Sports Writer
LAS VEGAS, Nev. AP) Muhammad All came up with a
commodity in short supply for
him in these days of davaulation of the dollar-an opponent
who looks good against him.
The former heavyweight
champion of the world collected
$275,000 for his Wednesday
night fight against England's
Joe Bugner who forced him to
12 full rounds before losing a
close decision.
Muhammad went into the
scrap at the Las Vegas Convention Center favored by 8-1
or more. In the seventh round,
the 22-year-old Briton belted
him with a right cross to the
head which Ah reviewed with,
"I was semi knocked out."
smear-to- tie-iindwon the round on the cards of
all three judges. And he also
won the final three to insure his
victory.

& Times sports se

2 Please place a check by your age group. Under 21 22-39 4045
Bugner looked clumsy at
times but threw punches so
willingly that All could never
get any rhythm.
With the 1,500 Britishers in
attendance among the crowd at
the Convention Center, Bugner
was the favorite and a return
match between the European
heavyweight champion and Ali
in London could undoubtedly be
a money maker.
And since George Foreman,
the current
has
shown no Immediate incliniation to meet All, who won
the title nine years ago, big
money fights are what he
wants. And Joe Frazier, the
only man to beat Ali in his 41-1
career, also seems unarwous
for a return bout.
All sliced Bugner's eye in the
the.
Briton has suffered in five
years of professional fighting.
Danny Holland, the cut man in

the Bogner corner, kept the
slice under control except for
the 10th round when All opened
it with left jabs.
But by the 11th, when All rallied in his stretch drive for victory, the cut was halted again.
Ah told newsmen that Bugner
"could be the world champion
within two years," but stressed
that was only after he himself
retired. And a couple of days
before, All had said he might
fight until he was 40.
But the betting favorite didn't
move with his former speed
and he wasn't able to find Bugner with knockdown punches,
even though he was unmarked.
"He is much better than
when we sparred in Ireland,"
All declared. "He had good
footwork and he really moved
All weighed 217.L... while 1hr
Hungarian-born ' Bugner
weighed 219.

College Cage New Head Coach Named
Results For Baltimore Colts
By GORDON BEARD ....
Associated Press Sports Writer
BALTIMORE 1AP) - Howard Schnellenberger has a
name too long for newspaper
St. Bona venture 68, Xavier,
headlines, but he has many
Ohio 63
qualities which appeal to GenVillanova 76, Canisius 69
eral Manager Joe Thomas of
Pitt 79, NC A&T 60
the Baltimore Colts
Northeastern 71, St Anselm's
As a result, Thomas has
Seton Hall 78, St. Francis, hired the former assistant
coach of the Miami Dolphins to
N.Y. 75
become head coach of the reAssumption 66, AIC 64
vamped Colts.
SOUTH
N. Carolina 95, Maryland 65
"I was first looking for a
L.SU 73, Tulane 63
man who could discipline himUNC-Charlotte 74, DePatil 70 self," Thomas said Wednesday
Clemson 86, Wake Forest 61
when he announced the signing
Georgetown, D.C. 55, Navy 52 of Schnellenberger to a longFla. St. 83, Jacksonville 74
term contract
Stetson 52, Fla. Southern 50
"A coach like that," Thomas
MIDWEST
.
added, "is then able to disSo. III 90, Samford 68
cipline his assistants, and this
Ball St. 91, N. III. 73
carries through to the football
Akron U 75, Kent St. 67
team."
E. Ill. 62, Wis-Milwaukee 61
The Dolphins posted a 34-7-1
4.nd. St. 68, Butler 64
record during the three seasons
Oral Roberts 111, LEL St 96
Schnellenberger served as ofCincinnati 79, Ohio U. 78
fensive coordinator and coach
Evansville V. St. Joseph 85
of the Miami receivers. But he
Detroit 83, Bellarmme 69
has been associated with
SOUTHWEST .
Tarleton St. ET, Austin Col. 70 ners much longer than that. —
While he assisted George AlFAR WESI' .
len at Los Angeles for four seaRegis 74, Air Force 66
Seattle Pacific 74, Puget sons, the Rains had a 40-13-3
record. And, prior to that,
Sound 65
Associated Press
EAST
80. St John's, N

Schnellenberger served as an
aide to Bear Bryant as Alabama won national collegiate
titles in 1964 and 1965
Although there will be many
new players on the Colts this
season because of mass trading
by Thomas, Schnellenberger
mid it was a definite advantage
to be taking over a team once
coached by Shills.
He referred to the ternunology, or numbering system for
plays and formations, which
are similar at Miami and Baltimore.
Before trading eight Colts, including quarterback Johnny
Unitas and five other veterans
over 30, Thomas fired head
coach Don McCafferty last October and then released interim
coach John Sandusky and his
staff at the end of the season.
Baltimore's 5-8 record last
season was its first losing
record since 1956, and Schnelsaid_ he reengruyed
that Colts' fans were used to
winning big."
"I'll try to bring the Colts
back to the level of excellence
they've enjoyed over the
years," he said, and then
added: "as quickly as I can."

BELTE

Silent Guard
SAVE $40 to $59
when you buy four

freight and installation allditional
TUBELC981
BLACK WALLS
637.22
39.19
42.43

138 88
Prices include federal excise tax

TIJIIItLE198
WHITZWALLEI

4/ 54
49.88
47 55
53 21
SO 95
'4.34
57 1!

1121.32
128.28
137./2
147.64
140.72
157.48
150.90
160.84
169 24

GUARANTEE
t
▪ Free replacement within 90 days of pur▪ chase if battery proves defective. AlLet
90 days we will replace it with a ne
It' battery if defective, charging only fo
• the period of ownership. Your monthly
• charge. for ownership will be computed
• by dividing the current selling, price less
g: trade-in at thi. time of ndurn, by the
• number of months guarantee.
A919999990100909799990999917M00009900090909014

- Use Sears 14a4 Payment Plan
Delivery and installation extra

Southside Shopping Center

By The Associated Press
NBA
Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division
_ •
WI. Pct. GB
Boston
47 /2 797 -York
New
46 16 .742 2'

Buffalo
Philadelphia

18 42 .300 29'
5 59 079 44

Central Division
Baltimore
31 20 655

3. Please indicate your sex with a check. Male Female
4. How do you rate the Ledger & Times coverage of national
•
sports? Satisfactory Unsatisfactory No Opinion
5. How do you rate the Ledger & Times coverage of Murray
High and Calloway County High School sports? Satisfactory
Unsatisfactory No Opinion
6. How do you rate the Ledger & Times coverage of Murray
No
Unsatisfactory
State University. sports? Satisfactory
Opinion
7. Would you be in favor of a nationally syndicated sports
column? Yes No
8. Would you be in favor of a regular sports column by one of the
I edger & Times sportswriters? Yes No

-

Atlanta
34 28 .saa 6
Houston
23 37 383 16
Cleveland
21 38 356 17',
Western Conference. .
Midwest Division
Milwaukee
42 19 .689
Chicago
36 23 610 5
K.0 Omaha
31 3,4 .477 13
Detroit
26 33 441 15
Pacific Division
Los Angeles
46 13 780
Golden State
37 22 627 9
Phoenix
29 30 492 17
Seattle
19 4.4 .302 29
Portland
15 44 254 31
Wednesday'Gam
Chicago 1e0, New York ye
Philadelphia 106, Milwaukee
104
1305tOn 104, K C Omaha 101
Baltimore 107, Seattle 106
Phoenix 124, Buffalo 107
Only games scheduled
Thursday's Games

9 Would you like to see a weekly feature on a Murray State
th*ti,loch as the recent one on Steve Barrett' Yes No

Baltimore at Golden State
scheduled
F
Only game
Games
New York at Buffalo
Detroit at Philadelphia
Cleveland at Chicago

10. Do you approve of the way in which the Ledger it Times
reported the summer baseball program last year? Yes No

at Phoenix
Baltimore at Los Angeles
Boston at Portland
Golden State at Seattle
Atlanta

11. What do you like the best about the Ledger & Times sports,
section? photography style of writing headlines national sports
local sports the variety of sports other
12. What do you least like about the Ledger & Times sports
section? photography style of writing headlines national sports
local sports the variety of sports other
13. What sports do you feel should be given more coverage"
Tennis Golf Baseball Basketball Track Football Other
14. Do you approve of the layout of the Ledger & Times sports
section' Yes No
15 Do you approve of the coverage given to the Murray City
Park and Recreation Department'? Yes No
16. Do you approve of the expanded photography Of Murray
State, Murray High and Calloway County High School basketball?
Yes No

Carolina
Kentucky
v,ra,n.a
New York
Memphis

ABA
East
W I
4.4 18

40 22
32 30
20
22 4391

Pct GB

710
645 4
516 12
36
281 7
23
1:

Westt

U
intdaihana
Denver
Dallas
San Diego

26

587 2' 2

26 587 1'
31 30 508 72
22 37 373 IS',
20 41 328 18'7
Wednesday's Games
Utah 117, New York 90

Kentucky 111, Denver 103
Indiana 129, vM
s,csehm
l
ed ied
ises125 ot
Only Trum
rsedsa
Kentucky vs Carolina
:harlotte
Only games scheduled

at

Friday's Games
New York .s
Carolina
Greensboro
Memphis vs. Denver at
Paul, Minn
Indiana at Utah'

St

s

BITS L.,i;',.,

E
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By htlicojtrandon '
,
Two crucial games coming up this weekend on the road for
Murray State.
Saturday night the Racers will be at Tennessee Tech.
Murray took a one point home court win three weeks ago. Al
Lewis, a 6-2 senior guard who scored 16 points against the
Racers, recently underwent knee surgery and will miss the
remainder of the season.
Monday night the Racers will be in Johnson City to battle
cellar-dwelling East Tennessee. Murray edged the Bucs by
four in the first game between the two clubs. The game
should be a tough one as the Hues are tough to handle on their
own floor.
If the Ohio Valley Conference race is-not settled in the next
few games, then the game between Murray and Austin Peay
scheduled for February 28 will be moved up to March 3.
It would be the televised OVC game of the week and would
begin at noon If the race is all over by February 28, then the
game will go on Wednesday night with the Staurday televised
game being Eastern at Morehead.
Mw-ray State baseball coach Johnny Reagan dropped a
schedule by the press box Monday night. This Racer schedule
_sguiaLsaulRAre
Rutgers, Brown and Princeton will all be here for their
spring trips Prudue, Vanderbilt, University of Illinois
Chicitgo ), Southern Illinois University and others will be on
the 46 game schedule_
There will only be six or seven games on the road so local
baseball fans will get plenty of opportunities to see the
Thoroughbreds in action.
There should not be too many ramouts this season because
a new infield cover has been purchased.
So many times I've heard people talking about how their
vote never counts. Well, here's your chance to give it to me
Just simply clip out the survey and drop it by the office or
mail it. I would like to have them in within the next week.
It would be a great help for me and I believe, the overall
quality of the Ledger 8i Times sports section, if the people
respond to this survey.
Tonight will be the last time the questionnaire will run so
please cooperate and drop it in the mail or by the office.
Just a little personal note, I would like to congratulate the
Murray High Tigers for their big win over Carlisle County
Tuesday night. The kids are looking forward to the District
and they believe they can take it all

17. Would you like to see the Ledger di Times sports department
expannea to cover other high schools in the area Yes No
18. What suggestions do you have for the overall improvement
of the Ledger & Times sports section?

Please mail your completed survey to Mike Brandon, the
Ledger & Times, P.O Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071 or bring your
questionnaire by the office at 103N 4th Street. Further comments
may be included on an attached sheet of paper.
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Wednesday night
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Monday night.
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was not in his roon
Both players
doubts about wh
would be allowed t
UK road trip to 1
Georgia. The se
Lexington on Frida

Flynn said Coach
told them he would
matter further tods
no comment on
Wednesday.
The 6-foot-3 Flynt
Jeffersonville, Ind
named "Mr. Baski
ing his high act

Last year he al
points a game as a
UK
He pulled down

Memphi!
Overfim(
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When is losing
winning" When ye
by the Indiana P
Coach Bob Bass of
"We were beat
league champions
and that shouldn't
rale," said Bass aft
dropped a 129-125
the Pacers Wednese
The Pacers oul
stubborn Tanis in t
period with the h
goals by Darnell 1
Donnie Freeman
"I was encoura
way we came from
tie the game," Hi
garding Les Hunte
throws with six se(
regulation that sen
into overtime

In the night's
games. the Utah
the New York Net
and the Keritucli
tripped the Denver
103
In the National
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS votes, but two for second, one
Lexington Bryan Station's for third, three for fourth and
second loss of the season - two for fifth.
Tates Creek's votes ranged
both to crosstown rival Tates
Creek - cost the defenders from first to ninth. The panelist
only six points in this week's who picked the Comrnodires
Associated Press Kentucky first noted that "any team that
beats No. 1 twice in the same
high school basketball poll.
Still No. 1 in the poll by a season has got to get my vote."
substantial margin, Bryan StaThis week's AP Kentucky
tion drew six of a possible rune
first places votes from sportsw- high school basketball poll,
ritrs and sportscasters from with first place votes in parentheses and point totals on the
across the state.
Louisville Shawnee remained hasis of 10 for a first place
in second place, but from there vote, nine for second and so on.
1.Bryan Station 64
83
on down, the top 10 was a
2.Shawnee 14
68
scramble, with Louisville Bal57
3.Balla rd
lard and Lexington Tates Creek
4.Tates Creek 14
55
moving up into third and
5.Male li
48
fourth, respectively. Louisville
6.Madisonville
28
Male dropped from third to
7.Bowling Green
27
fifth.
8.Henry Clay
23
The rest of the top 10, in or9.Butler
20
der, included Madisonville,
10.111ghman
19
Bowling Green, Lexington HenOthers receiving votes, listed
ry Clay, Butler and Paducah
Tilghman. Lexington Lafayette alphabetically: Bishop David,
missed the top 10 by 10 points, Beathitt Co., Campbellsville,
Central, Daviess Co., Harlan,
the closest of the also-rans.
Bryan Station's two-point loss Henry Clay, Holmes, LaFato Tates Creek apparently yette, Newport Catholic, Trincaused a shotgun vote, leaving ity, Union Co.
the leading defenders and Tates
Creek as the only teams in the
state named on all nine ballets
Shawnee and Ballard drew
votes on eight ballots while
Male was mentioned on seven
Six of the voters named MadiWILMINGTON, Del. AP
sonville and the rest of the
teams were on fewer ballots
Baseball Hall of Famer FrankBryan Station's point total le Frisch remained critically ill
had been just one short of per- with a cranial hemmorhage tofect - 89 of a possible 90 for day, a week after he suffered
two straight weeks before the head and back injuries in an
"latest loss earned only six first auto accident.
place votes, two for third arid
Hospital officials said Presione for fourth.
Nixon sent •a ;telegram
dent
Points are awarded on the
basis of 10 for a first place Wednesday, saying he was rooting for Frisch and hoping for a
vote, nine for second and so on
The first place votes lost full recovery.
from Bryan Station's ballot,,,this
Frisch managed the St Imuis
week went one each to Cardinals' Gashouse Gang,
Shawnee, Tates. Creek and known for their antics in the
Louisville Male.
thirties, and entered the Hall of
Other than the first place Fame in 1947 with a .316 lifevote, Shawnee drew four, for_ time batting average. He inan-..
second, two for third and one aged the Chicago Cubs until refor fourth. Ballard had no No
tiring in 1951.

Frisch Remains In
Critical Condition
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ThomaS More
Kentucky's only vi
lege basketball tel
day night after a
over Ashland at Co'
Ted Volpenhein
jumper early in th
ing Thomas More
from which it n
back.

Before Edison, there were few practical uses for
electricity. But he patented more than 1,000 inventions
that use electricity to make living more convenient. The
incandescent light bulb and the phonograph are his best
known inventions, of course. But all of them have helped
us live_ better electrically.
During National Electrical Week, February 11-17, we
salute our allies in the electrical industry and pledge our
support in continuing to make living better for everyone.
Through electricity.
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Stamper And Flynn
Hit With Suspensions

_ .

LEXINGTON,_ Ky. (AP) - in the past four games while
Two University of Kentucky playing as a guard, and was
basketball players suspended averaging 8.5 points per game.
indefinitely from the team said on the season. He was also secWednesday night they were ond on the Kentucky team in
suspended because they were assists with 46.
not in their rooms at curfew
Stamper, from Beatyville,
Monday night.
Ky., was a starter last season,
Sophomore Mike Flynn said, averaging 10.3 points and 10.2
"I was in the dorm, but I rebounds a game, but has
wasn't in my room." Senior mainly been used this season
Larry Stamper also said he as a steadying influence on the
was not in his room.
team.
Both players expressed
The 6-foot-6 Stamper has
doubts about whether they Played only sporadically this
would be allowed to go on the year, but averaged 2.8 points
UK road trip to Florida anil-lind 4.9 rebounds a game Georgia. The squad leaves,* with his best efforts on defense.
_ Lexington on Friday.
He has averaged 30 per cent
the field this year, after
Flynn said Coach Joel from
.
told them he would discuss the hitting 42 per cent or more his
matter further today. Hall had first three years.
Stamper saw 5:45 of action in
no comment on the action
Kentucky's
last game - an
Wednesday.
The 6-foot-3 Flynn hails from overtime victory over MisJeffersonville, Ind., and was sissippi State - hitting two free
named "Mr Basketball" dur- throws and taking three
ing his high school career rebounds.
- FILYPLI DIAYecl
Kentucky's encounter with Ole
Last year he averaged 15.4 Miss, scoring 16 points and
points a game as a freshman at grabbing 11 rebounds. He was
UK.
four for 13 from the floor and 8
He pulled down 39 rebounds for 11 fat the free throw hoe

Bowling
Standings
THURSDAY COUPLES

LEAGUE
Bowling League
Team
Red Birds
Night Owls
Alley Cats
Demons
B's & C's
Road Runners
UpS & Downs
Goes BOdy Shoe
Misfits
Strikers
Whit Kids

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
When is losing almost like
winning' When you're beaten
by the Indiana Pacers, says
Coach Bob Bass of Memphis.
"We were beaten by the
league champions in overtime
and that shouldn't affect morale," said Bass after his Tams
dropped a 129-125 decision to
the Pacers Wednesday night.
The Pacers outscored the
stubborn Tams in the overtime
period with the help of field
goals by Darnell Hillman and
Donnie Freeman.
-I was encouraged by the
way we came from behind to
tie the game," Bass said regarding Les Hunter's two free
throws with six seconds left In
regulation that sent the match
into overtime
In the night's other ABA
games, the Utah Stars blitzed
the New York Nets 117-90 and
----and the Kentucky Colonels
tripped the Denver Rockets 111103
In the National Basketball

Association, it was: Chicago
100, New York 98; Philadelphia
106, Milwaukee 104; Boston 104,
Kansas C'ity-Omaha 101; Phoenix 124, Buffalo 107 and Baltimore 107, Seattle 106.
Hunter's free throws gave
Memphis a 118 tie with Indiana
and then the Tarns quickly took
an overtime lead. But Mel Daniels tied the score for Indiana
with a pair of free throws and
Hillman and Freeman came
through with field goals to
shoot the Pacers ahead.
Daniels topped all scorers
with 30 points and also led in
rebounding with 15.
Cincy Powell came off the
bench and scored 23 points to
lead Utah over New York. Powell was brought in during the
early moments of the second
half along with reserve John
Beasly, who was almost as hot
with 23 points.
Artis Gilmore scored 11 of his
28 points in the final quarter to
pace Kentucky's victory, the
Colonels' fifth over the Reek
in six games this year

Thomas More Is Only
Cage Team To Triumph
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Thomal More emerged as
Kentucky's only victorious college basketball team Wednesday night after a 102-93 win
over Ashland at Covington.
Ted Volpenheim hit on a
jumper early in the game, giving Thomas More a 13-12 lead
from which it never looked
back.

"The insurance due again?"
To a businessman it's
confusing to have separate
policies for fire and extended
coverage, theft, vandalism,
glass breakage. public
liability, etc. All the insurance
you need can be packaged. by
the Murray Insurance Agency
into one commercial policy at
15 per cent to 20 per cent
savings oyer the separate
policies.

the
INSURANCE AGENCY
Bit. AIR CENtER

753 4751

Thomas More, now 12-7, was
led by Volpenheirn's 29 points
Bill Giggins fired in a game
high 30 points for Ashland, but
it wasn't enough to counter the
balanced attack of the Thomas
More offense, which had all
starters in double figures.
The win was Thomas More's
first over Ashland in four meetings between the schools over
the past four years. Ashland is
now 8-10.
In the only other in-state
game Wednesday night, Franklin ( Ind.) mounted a scorching
first-half shooting spree and
rolled to a 98-79 victory over
Northern Kentucky State at
Highland Heights.
Dan Helm and Dan Fell, who
finished with 27 and 19 points
respectively, led the first half
surge in which Franklin sank
68 per cent of its shots.
Chuck Berger led Northern
with 17 points. Northern is now
8-13; Franklin 11-9.
On the road Wednesday
night, the outside shooting of
Terry Thomas and Owen Wells
led Detroit to an early lead that
turned into an 83-69 defeat for
Bellarmine at Detroit.
Bellarmine was behind 40-30
at the half, and Detroit, behind
the 22 points of Wells and the
20 of Thomas, steadily built the
lead to its 14-point final winning
margin.
George Duncan led Bellarmine with 21 points*,' and Jim
Hall added 19.
Bellarmine is now 9-13 for the
season, and Detroit sports a 14record.
In other out-of-state action,
Clinch Valley (Va.) downed
Pikeville 88-74.
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TOURNAMENT WINNERS-Seventeen league members from Conette Lanes placed in the Marshall anerklloway County
Bowling League Tournament, held January 22 and 26 at the two lanes Dase Bradford placed first in singles, A. A. Dougherty,
second in singles; James Washer, eighth in singles; McKie Hodge, ninth in singles. Tomms Jones, tenth in singles; Virgil Setser
and James Washer, first in doubles; Dave Bradford and Steve Seltser second in doubles; halm) Bury and Car Fills, third in
doubles; and A. A. Doughterty, third in all events. The Murray Five placed second in team competition. The Murray Five is made
•-rsoes,and
aTe
up of Lyman Dixon, JIm elislillnere
Staff nab by David Hill
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Memphis Not Crying About
Overtime Loss To Pacers
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Philadelphia Finally Breaks
Losing Skid, Jabbar Is Hurt
Associated Press Sports Writer Bucks suffered not only the ig- nary examination by Dr. JoPHILADELPHIA I AP)- Co-- nominy of losing to the worst seph Torg brought the report
median Jackie Gleason's stock team in basketball, but also the that the Bucks' star had sufline, "How sweet it is," might loss of its 7-foot-2 star center, fered an accute lower back
be the best way to describe the Kareem Abdul Jabber.
sprain on the right side and a
feeling of the Philadelphia
Jabber, who scored 29 points muscle spasm. He was admit-76ers as they ended a 20-game and grabbed 13 rebounds, drove ted to Temple University Hospilosing streak, longest in Nation- for the basket at the end of the tal where X rays were taken
al Basketball Association his- third period, crashed into Thursday.
tory
Philadelphia's Leroy Ellis,
The 76ers celebrated the end
The sad sacks of professional plummeted to the floor and lay of their losing streak as if they
basketball beat the tough Mil- still. Milwaukee's trainer had won the NBA title. They
waukee Bucks 106-104 Wednes- worked feverishly over the big hooted and hollered, slapped
day night on a goal-tending guy, and he finally got up, backs, and let loose the frustrabasket with 16 seconds remain- limped to the foul line and con- tion of the last five torturous
ing. Rookie Freddy Boyd put verted a pair of free throw
weeks. It mattered not that this
the shot up, and Dick CunningSecontls later, as the Bucks was only their fifth victory
ham illegally touched it coming brought the ball up court, Jab- against 58 lasses, tOe.
first at
off the glass
bar stopped along the Sideline, home since Dec. 6, their first
While the Piers whooped it up his face contorted in obviate; since rookie coach Kevin
for the first time since defeat- Pain. He was taken to the Loughery took over 12 games
ing Seattle last Jan, 6, the dressing room where a prelinll- 'ago.

Vanderbilt Names
Steve Sloan To Post
NASHVILLE, Tenn. CAP) Steve Sloan, the Southeastern
Conference's newest and youngest
head football coach,
Wednesday began the task of
rebuilding Vanderbilt's sagging
football fortunes.
"I had a lot of people tell me
not to take the Vanderbilt job,"
the 28-year-old former Alabama
standout said shortly after his
selection was announced.
"But I felt that it was right
for me," he added
The Commodores have been
without a coach since Jan 15
when Bill Pace quit as coach
and athletic director As his
successor was being announced
Wednesday, Pace was being introduced as a new assistant on
the New England Patriots' staff
headed by former Oklahoma
mentor Chuck Fairbanks.
Sloan leaves the offensive
coordinator's post at Georgia
Tech.
MONTREAL (AP) - Duke
Snider, former baseball great
with the Brooklyn and Los Angeles Dodgers, has joined the
broadcating crew handling the
Montreal Expo games. Snider
will do color commentary for
the Expos.
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Sam Houston
Retains Lead
In Cage Poll
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Sam Houston State has convinced all but two of the voters
in The Associated Press poll
that it is the best small college ,
basketball team in America.
State, 20-0 for the Season, received 13 of the 15 first place
ce '
ballots cast and earned 296
o
poin
sui
tsna
for a wide lead over AuThe other two No 1 votes
went to Augustana and unranked Bluefield.
Sam Houston State retained
Its No.1 rating with three unpressive victories last week, ineluding one over third-ranked
Stephen F Austin, 81-67.
Augustana won its two games
last week to remain No. 2 and
Austin remained third despite
the loss to Sam Houston. Philadelphia Textile and Assurnption, Mass., both won twice last
week and exchanged places in
voltitilfr-Pertttrtnoirtrtg:to
No. 4 and Assumption slipping
to fifth
Roanoke remained No. 6 with
two victories last week and
Wisconsin-Eau Claire took over
No. 7 after running its record
to 15-3 with a pair of victories.
Louisiana Tech and Kentucky'
State, seventh and ninth respec- •
lively a week ago, met at
eighth place, tied with 92
points.
Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 18-3 for
the season, remained No. 10.
The Top Ten, with first-place
votes in parentheses, season
records and total points. Points
tabulated on basis of 20-18-16-1412-10-8-6-4-2
1, Sam Houston (13) 20-0 296
2. Augustana, Ill. (1)20-1 244
1. S.F. Austin
20-3 182
4. Phila, Textile
19-1 164
5. Assumption
15-1 152
6. Roanoke
16-4 110
7. Wis-Eau Claire
15-3 108
8. Louisiana Tech 14-5
92
17-3
92
9. Kentucky State
10 Wis-MIlwaukee 18-3
32
CANANDAIGUA, N.Y. (AP
- Kenneth E. Bowe, track superintendent at Finger Lakes
Race Track died of a cerebral
hemrnorhage at his home here
Wednesday He was 50.
Bowe had been superintendent at the Canandaigua track
since 1965 Before that, he
served as placing judge.
Funeral services will be held
at St. Patrick's Roman Catholic
Church in Macedon Saturday.

SALE PRICE ENDS FEB.24,1973

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
More Than A Paint Store

MONEY-SAVING

Decorathig Ideas!
PAPERWORK ,
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FOR...
'
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Sold 01 double rolls only
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More than 1500 Sherwin-Williams Stores
made this low price possible

11111110 mull 15 popular patterns in
We aslied
priepastrat washable wallpaper )ust to, thn
event This gigantic o,der allows Us 10 offer this
selection at lust 99C a single roll
I.

d

1 •.0'IA

•'

•

SAVE 30% ON MANY OTHER PRE-PASTED WALLPAPERS
During this event we are reducing the price on our entire collection of

tHANDI•HANG'Pre -pasted Wallpapers. If you don't find what you want in our 99C specials
you are sure to find it in this group of wallpapers.

Latex Enamel for Trim
in Coordinated Colors!
KEN-NAN1EL' is preferred
homemakers because ills

by many

scrubbable, yet easy to apply

GALLON
Reg,9.77

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
QUALITY PAINTS AT EVERY PRICE

Southside Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Phon 7 3-3321
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Kuhn's Sales Reach
$96 Million, 1972
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Reliable Power Supply Vital
To America's Future Demands

NASHVILLE,Tenn.—Kulin'sBig K Stores Corp. announced
A reliable power supply is so river development projects.
slowdown in the past rapid
today its sales for 1972 reached
chapter discusses growth rate for home power
new
A
it
that
future
America's
to
vital
nearly $96 million, an all-time
major national issues presented by the growing use.
high and a 34.8 per cent increase demands a
develop demand for electricity, emto
commitment
TVA questions current
over 1971.
phasizing the need for large- proposals for revising utility
souces
energy
new
potential
Jack W. Kuhn. president, said
the fast breeder scale research efforts to rate structures to discourage
sales for the year ending including
reactor, TVA says in a new develop new and better power
power
consumption
by
December 31 were $95,941,661,
booklet, -A sources and to overcome en- penalizing large
the
of
edition
users—
subject to a year end audit,
Environment in the vironmental problems involved particularly industries. The
compared with 871,156,673 for Quality
In power production. TVA is booklet
Valley."
says
industries
the prior year. For the month of Tennessee
today, helping to organize the Electric "already have a strong inissued
publication,
The
December, he said sales in the
current TVA en- Power Research Institute, centive to use electricity as
Company's 43 Big K discount describes
protection designed to provide as much as conservatively as they can
department stores and 30 vironmental
ranging from land $150 million a year from electric "because of electric rate inprograms
Kutin's Variety stores were
reclamation to air and water power systems nationwide for creases resulting from rising
$17,938,056, a 37 per cent inThese research projects.
control.
costs of power system
crease over the $13,052,609 pollution
gas supplies operations in recent years.
"Natural
have become *
programs
achieved during December of
central part of the agency's already are difficult to obtain
"Although America will be
1971.
work, with more than $100 for Industrial uses, Including taking a wore careful approach
•'We are-proud oriair sales
million for TVA environmental power generation," TVA points in the future to all forms of
results for the year," Kuhn
included in the new out. "This country's use of oil is energy consumption, this does
activities
said,"and they are right in line
budget-- several times outrunning our own domestic not mean we can expect any
with our projections during this Federal
as much as the amount supplies, and there are hazards cutback in present levels of
period of rapid growth for our
budgeted for TVA's traditional in large-scale dependence on power use," TVA says. "More
Conmany. Each of the 13 new
foreign sources. We probably realistically, the savings that
Big K stores we opened during
have enough coal to last for may be possible in some areas
the year came on line smoothly
several more centuries, but the will be more than offset by new
and made a proportionate
environmental problems in- power needs in others, and
contribution to total sales."
-Antoriest-wail here to vaginae
vklYed ./11-11110jell
CER im a
coal are raising serious building the power plants to
anticipates a successful year
The new Tappan refrigerator optional extra, newly designed
problems for power systems supply these needs The major
trim, and roll out
during 1973, when it plans to
that try to rely on coal for fuel." emphasis must be on finding line for 1973 features a side-by- interior
wheels.
open 14 additional Big K units.
a
with
model
top-of-the-line
side
The electric power industry ways to Incorporate effective
LOUISVILLE — Paul NeedKuhn's-Big K has stores
Also all-new for 1973 is an 18
third easy access door at the top
erecker, Director of Internal expects to use nuclear plants for environmental protection and of the freezer to provide the cubic foot model 95-1843 with top
scattered throughout Tenthe
of
power
much
additional
efficient use of resources in
Kentucky,
for
Revenue
nessee, Alabama, Georgia.
homemaker with a handy place mounted freezer. The 95-1843
reminded taxpayers of the supplies that will be needed to power production and use."
Kentucky and Mississippi. The
for frequently used frozen also includes an ice-maker as
the
elecof
meet
use
growing
two
answering
Importance of
Company's stock is listed on the
an optional extra.
The issues involved in energy items.
Revenue Sharing questions tricity in coming years, the
American Stock Exchange.
Four other models staying in
feature
door
three
answered
new
be
The
only
"can
supplies
appearing on Forms 1040 and booklet says. But even nuclear
with a national policy that means that the homemaker can the Tappan line with only
fuel
could
in
supplies
limited
be
1040A.
considers all of the needs and keep items like ice cubes, ice minimal changes are the
In order for the Federal the future, because today's problems involved, and sets cream and frozen juices in the starter Model 95-1201, and 95Government to distribute nuclear power plants can utilize priorities in meeting them." the small freezer compartment 1421, the 95-1641, and the 33-inch
Funds only a small fraction of the booklet says.
Revenue Sharing
and minimize the loss of cold air side-by-side Model 95-2082.
properly to states, counties, energy potentially available in
through frequent door openings.
new
is
.
The
publication
Ihe South % iet mese
In their attempts to drie townships, and municipalities, a nuclear fuel.
The new 35-44" side-by-side currency. the iaster. has been
available from the TVA InDevelopment
the
of
fast
prostitutes from the streets of the Government must know how
iceformation Office, Knoxville, also features an automatic
aesalued more than 1,000 per
New York City, the police
many people live in each breeder reactor would make it Tennessee 37902
maker kit (Kit 83-3203) as an cent since NCI";
to
possible
many
produce
times
have adopted a new tactic
location, Mr. Niederecker said.
to win the hearts and minds of
Correct information supplied more electricity from the same
the girls by means of a fatherby taxpayers, Mr Niederecker amount of fuel, extending fuel
ly letter signed by an incontinued, will help insure that supplies far into the future A
'Spector
all areas in Kentucky receive project to build America's first
. The letter lists two numbers
demonstration
their fair share of Federal full-scale
the girls may call and says,
breeder power plant has been
funds.
'Aren't you tired of all this —
Mr. Niederecker said that one organized by TVA and the
isn't it about time you gave
the Revenue Sharing Commonwealth Edison Comof
yourself a tweak' If you want
questions relates to the tax- pany, in cooperation with the
to get out of this rat race, we
payer's place of residence on Atomic Energy Commission
can help you"
December 31, 1472 while the and the national electric utility
other question deals with industry. Construction is exdependents who lived elsewhere pected to begin in about two
years, at a site near Oak Ridge,
on that date
Helpful information on Tennessee.
Among potential new energy
Revenue
completing the
Sharing questions appears in souces the breeder reactor
both the 1040 and 1040A in- appears closest to pracpcal
Is as nem as your
according to Mr. development, TVA says Other
structions,
For vompt etentsse and Oa bid
Niederecker. Mr. Niederecker possibilities under development
ol proven buns, call your Mae*
Let Hancock Fabrics help bring
MBA ter-Masan.
that taxpayers who include natural sources such as
fail to provide the Revenue solar heat, geothermal steam,
your treasured Wedding dreams
information or who wind, and tides; nuclear fusion;
-vitIty; At Itanettek
to aieautAitre
give incomplete data may find magnetohydrodynamic genefind !xi'!"
Fahriekxou,
that their refunds are delayed rators; fuel frem solid wastes;
KABA Technician
vice and you will also find the
because of the additional time and new pollution-free fuels
greatest selection of laces in the
Phone Murray 753-2984 required to process the return produced from coal. current
The booklet describes
-Taxpayers should contact
South.
their County Clerks office if efforts by TVA and the region's
complete
specific in- power distributors to encourage
they need
breeding
Eighteen, of our laces from our
formation as to the govern- more efficient use of electricity
service
mental unite in which they by consumers, and points out
EMIL KATZ COLLECTION were
trends that suggest a future
reside, Mr. Niederecker
Spring 1473 MOD.

IRS Reminds

Tappan Has New Refrigerator

RS Questions

New York police try to
win over prostitutes

Reflection of
Elegance

KAA
service
I. C. Kemp

keW ConceptinSkinCare

Vitamin
CREME OR LIQUID
FROM QUEEN HELENE
SKIN MOISTURIZERS
THAT HELP PREVENT LINES AND WRINKLES
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$5.00 201 JAI
11.100 I.U. VI TAMIN E
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$5.00
1/2 Cl, 02
14 000 I U
VITAMIN E

$S.50 4 OZ
30,000 I . U. VITAMIN E

Featured in
ERN-BRIDE MAGAZINE.Let your
Wedding be a reflection of your
own personal taste. BE CREATIVE — DESIGN YOUR OWN
GOWN ...

•French Re-embroidered
Alencon Lace
•Venice Lace
•Re-embroidered Chantilly Lace
•Lace and PearlRe-ein broidered
Trim
•Silk Organza
•Copy,of Slik Peau
•Satin's
•50 Different head pieces to
choose from...

Now available for the first time from
QUEEN HELENE is Vitamin E, both in
creme and liquid form. As you are aware.
Vitamin E is a super skin moisturizer that
helps prevent lines and wrinkles, and moisturizes rough, dry skin.

also
Everything for your BRIDESMAIDS Attire including 8 colors
in die popular floppy hats.

Rather than breaking Vitamin E capsules
and rubbing the oil into your skin, as many
people have done, you can get the same
moisturizing effects from using QUEEN
HELENE'S new fantastic Vitamin E Creme
or Vitamin E Liquid.

•
KENTUCKY'S FINEST FABRICSTORE •

The rich Vitamin E Creme contains 15,000
1.U.s of Vitamin E in every 2 ounces. The
highly concentrated Vitamin E Liquid contains 14,000 I.U.s of Vitamin E in every vi
fluid ounce, sad both are quickly absorbed
into the skin for a smoother, silkier,
healthier looking complexion.

FABRICS

Tonight you owe it to your skin to help
slow down the aging process. with these
fantastic new products.

HANCOCK
Cardinal Point
Shopping Center
Paducah, Ky.

........11101R.••••••••*
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Weight Watchers To
Contribute To Fund
Weight Watchers members in weekly classes have been asked
this area will make a "dif- to work closely with their
ferent" kind of donation to the county Heart Fund chairmen,"
1973 Heart Fund. They will give the W.W. director said. "There
their FAT!
will be special class events, and
"That seems like a ridiculous members will be urged to help
statement on the surface," in the campaign any way they
comments Weight Watchers can. However, nil contributions
Director Kay Morrissey. "But wilt be solicited in our classes
actually it makes a lot of sense. No money—just FAT! 111
Here's how it will work:
husband, Jim, and I will do the
"For every pound lost by our financial donating."
meet
members during February—
Weight Watchers
Heart Month—Weight Watchers weekly in Murray at Gleason
of Kentuckkiarui will donate a Hall, 401 N. 12th Street, Monde!,
penny.''
at 7 30 p.m.
Kay said the(Wm aliodiition
—
of Weight Watchers and the
Heart Fund "is one of the most
natural cooperative efforts
ever," She adds:
"Obesity is such a tragic
contributor to deaths due to
Government studies shua
heart disease. We have firstthat the average recorded
hand knowledge of the terrible
speed on the Interstate Highscope of theis health probelm
way System in 1971 was 64 7
because so many of our
miles per hour, according to a
members are sent to Weight
.riastag.impart. at the 'Amities)
Watchers by-their doctors, who
Users Federation
are alarmed by heart dive.se
Passenger cars averagol
warning signs."
66.3 miles per hour; :rucks
Statistics provided by the
59.4, and buses, 64.5.
American Heart Association
Show that cardiovascular
diseases diseases of the heart
and circulation "are the
leading cuase of death and
disability in the nation."
TH
The
Heart
Association
estimates more than half of all
TARpY.mS.CHOOL:
ELEME:00
deaths occurring in Kentucky / Saturday, Feb. 7, 1973
and Indiana during 1973 will be 0
0
cardiovascular disease deaths.
That amounts to an appalling
0
AdUltS 11.00
19,400 deaths in Kentucky and 0
28,700 in Indiana'
d_
.
Students 50'
j
~ftI
\\IMMO
"Our lecturers in all our 200

Governmelt studies
set average
highway speeds

CUjoNNATEASNT
,
0
.

Give pc
his wal
By
DEAR ABBY. I
ried man for the 181
started seeing each
said if I were "free
me.
He toldlne that
five years, now all
plained it by saying
last anniversary' I
I am wondering
has childVen, and SI
see him during the
him, and I am gel
financially, but I ar
the future is secure
tare had aft
stayed true to him
played for a fool Oi
DEAR T. AND
for his anniversan
you're after, you wt

DEAR ABBY
sandwich, and it cs
edge of the plate, a
it just there for dee
We took a sun'
repeled the pickle
Kers I Can you iust
in the city of New '
DEAR IN: Wit,

DEAR ABBY
have had 21 years
name I gave my
along and print a 1
CHOSE that very r
My thanks to y
mother of another
•
DEAR ABBY:
voice changes with
my problem becau
"I can't help it, bt1
I have always
and my persona lit
now I am so self-c
more than I absoli
husband, I try to
to irritate him
I would be VI
readers if this con
you.

DEAR UNHA1
medical, first you
plete.
examination
▪ speech therapist
Your local colleg
make recommend.

CONFIDENTI
SWER": PLEASE
column. and I will
necessary to thick

PULLEY
Mr. and Mrs. Pau.
Benton Route Fen
parents of a baby
Wayne weighing sev
ten ounces, born or
February 12, at 7 37
Murray-Calloway
Hospital.

The new father is
in Fort Worth, Tex&
Grandparents a
Martha Pulley of F(
Texas, and Mr. 81
Grover Estes of Ber
Five. Great grandpi
Mrs. Lalah Higgins oi
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Mrs. W. P. Williams Honored At Dinner
On Her 80th Birthday By Family Members

Adams-Grogan Wedding Vows Solemnized

Forty family members were
present Sunday evening when
Mrs. W.P. Williams was feted at
a dinner party in recognition of
her 80th birthday anniversary.
Mrs. Williams' seven children

ed
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tip
ey
tis

dy
he

Give your married man
his walking papers

.et

By Abigail Van Buren

es.

-

i

'w•

0
0
30
0
0
0
0

((Cu' 110*NSIONE
AO love (41..o,

DEAR ABBY: l'have been dating a very wealthy married man for the last three years. I was married when we
started seeing each other, but I got a divorce because he
said if I were •'free' he would divorce his wife and marry
me.
He toldlne that he had not laid a hand on his wife for
five years, now all of a sudden she's pregnant! [He explained it by saying he had to give her something for their
last anniversary' I
I am wondering now if I am foolish to wait for hire He
has childi-en, and so have I I quit work to be available to
see him during the day, but there are days I never see
him, and I am getting bored. He takes good care of me
financially, but I am a young woman yet and need to know
the future is secure.
tad oftrsnf date-r -with- other -men , -bat -trave
stayed true to him. Please tell me if you think I'm being
played for a fool Or should I wait out his wife?
TIRED AND IMPATIENT
DEAR T. AND I.: Why don't you give HIM something
for his anniversary? His walking papers. If it's security
you're atter, you won't find it with him.
DEAR ABBY: When you go to a restaurant and order a
sandwich, and it comes with a few' slices of pickle on the
edge of the plate, are you supposed to eat the pickle? Or is
it Just there for decoration?
We took a survey at our school. Out of 125 students, 75
resseeed the pickle, and 50 ate it (mostly with their fingers). Can you just imagine all the pickles that are wasted
In the city of New Yort alone/ How would you vote, Abby?
IN A PICKLE
DEAR IN: With the pickle raters.
DEAR ABBY You have absolutely made my year' I
have had 21 years of moans and groans because of the
name I gave my youngest daughter And then you come
along and print a letter from P. girl who at age 18 actually
CHOSE that very name out of all the names in the world'
My thanks to you, and to Bethany Lyn Brown from the
MRS. HULL
mother of another Bethany Lyn.
_
.
DEAR ABBY I have read that the quality of one's
voice changes with age, and I'm sure it's true And that is
my problem because my husband said to me the other day
"I can't help it, but, your voice just grates on my nerves —
I have always been considered a good conversationalist
and my personality has been described as "bubbling But
now I am so self-conscious about my voice I don't talk any
more than I absolutely have to. And when I do talk to my
husband, I try to use different tones and pitches so as not
to irritate him
I would be very grateful to you or to any of your
readers if this condition of mine could be improved Thank
UNHAPPY
you
DEAR UNHAPP1'. On the chance that your problem is
medical, first you should nee a throat specialist for a complete examination of your vocal chords. If you are healthy.
a speech therapist or a voice coach might be Very helpful.
Your local college I speech or drama departmentl can
make recommendations And good luck'.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "DESPERATE FOR YOUR ANSWER": PLEASE tell me in which newspaper you read my
eoluma. and I will rush a confidential reply to you. It is not
accessary to disclose your name.

THIRTHSj
PULLEY BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Pulley of
Benton Route Five are the
parents of a baby boy, Paul
Wayne weighing seven pounds
ten ounces, born on Monday,
February 12, at 7:37 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The new father is employed
in Fort Worth, Texas,
Grandparents are Mrs.
Martha Pulley of Fort Worth,
Mrs.
Texas, and Mr. and
Grover Estes of Benton Route
Five. Great grandparents are
Mrs. Lalah Higgins of Paducah.

COOKING
IS FUN

Wilson Estes of Murray, and
Mrs. Dona Boaz of Benton.
LINDSEY BOY
Jimmy Don is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs Ernie
Don Lindsey of Benton Route
Nine for their baby boy,
weighing six pounds one ounce,
born on Wednesday, February
14, at 3:21 a.m.
They have another son, Terry
Dale, age four. The father is self
employed.
Grandparents are Mrs. Freda
Lindsey of Benton Route Nine
and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lee
Burd of Benton Route Three

\\*Ilion

Miss Fonda Sue Adams, hem Wrist-length organza
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. sleeves ended in a self ruffle.
Robert -K. — Adams of Route The-I/taffeta hOttftes; overlaid
Four, Hickman, and George with organza,featured a ruffled
Barry Grogan, son of Mr. and neckline. Each girl carried a
Mrs. Harold Grogan of Route single long stem Happiness rose
One, Murray, were united in with matching streamers.
marriage on
Saturday,
Gary Taylor of Murray
January 20, in an afternoon served as best man for Mr.
per- Grogan, Groomsmen were Rick
candlelight ceremony
formed in the sanctuary of the Miller of Murray, and Steve
Moscow Baptist Church in Douglass of Memphis, Tenn.
Moscow, Kentucky.
For her daughter's wedding,
Rev. Charles Wiley solem- Mrs. Adams chose to wear a
nized the double ring ceremony rose colored hand crocheted
at three o'clock in the af- costume enhanced with a lace
ternoon. The vows were ex- crochet yoke, long sleeves
changed before an altar graced ending in a lace crochet cuffs
with a center setting of a brass and matching accessories. Her
arch candelabrum flanked by corsage was red roses
twin spiral and branch canMrs. Grogan, mother of the
garlanded with groom, wore a white dress
delabrum
southern huckleberry. Two featuring a navy design with a
pedestal arrangements of navy coat accented by white
Eucalypti completed the buttons down the front of the
wedding, altar scene. Alter- coat and on each sleeve. She
nating pews were marked with chose matching accessories and
sprays of lily of the valley and wore a corsage of red roses.
rose-colored satin bows.
Mrs. Basil Fondaw of Kevil,
A program of nuptial music maternal grandmother of the
was presented by Mrs. Kenneth bride, chose a blue costume
Gossum, organist, and Mrs. Gil with matching accessories. Her
Mathis of Murray, vocalist, who corsage was of white carsang "Whither Thou Goest" nations.
"Colour My World", and "Love
Mrs. N.1. Wilson of Murray,
Story".
material grandmother of the
Bride's Dress
groom, wore a green costume
The bride, escorted to the and black accessories: Mrs
altar by her father and given in Dewey Grogan of Murray,
marriage by her parents, wore paternal grandmother of the
a floorlength gown 61 can- groom wore a navy costume
dlelight peau de sole which she with matching accessories.
designed herself. The gown Their corsages were of white
featured a Victorian neckline, carnations.
an empire waistline, and a
Reception
modified gathered skirt which
Following the wedding, the
swept into a chapel train. The reception was held at the
Bishop sleeves of organza were Holiday Inn in Fulton.
gathered on to peau de soie
The bride's table, covered
cuffs accented by covered with a satin cloth, was
buttons The buttons also ac- decorated with garlands of
cented the front of the bodice simile' and satin bows and
between single rows of can- centered with a silver candlelight French lace. The delabrurn of white tapers and
headdress, designed by the an arrangement of Happiness
bride especially for her gown, roses.
consisted of a floor-length
The four tier wedding cake,
illusion mantilla caught in a featuring a miniature bouquet
Satin Juliet crown and edged in of sweetheart and Happiness
the lace featured on the gown. roses matching the bride's
She carried a continental bouquet, was served from one
bouquet of Happiness roses, end of the table while punch was
baby breath and pittsoporiurn served from a crystal bowl at
on a French lace back.
the opposite end.
Mrs. Dan Voegeli of Fulton,
Serving at the reception were
cousin of the bride, served as Miss Carol Cardwell, Mrs.
matron of honor. Bridesmaids Steve Shaw, and Mrs Jim
were Mrs. Steve Douglass of Shaw. Miss Janet Adams
Memphis, Tenn., and Miss presided at the guest register.
Johanna Cornisak of Paducah,
For the wedding trip to
sorority sisters of the bride.
Gatlinburg, Tenn., the bride
The attendants sere attired wore a floor length green print
in identical floor-length gowns wool suit and navy accessories.
of royal blue. The satin skirts, Her corsage was of Happiness
accented by blue printed roses, rosebuds.
extended from an empire
Mr. and Mrs Barry Grogan
waistline to a deep ruffle at the are now residing in their home
in Fulton.
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Come on in for
our half-pound o'ground
round dinner with
french fries and a
tossed salad.
Specistptae

y PhAto)

Mr and Mrs. George Barry Grogan

Prenuptial Events
Prenuptial events held were
the following
Rehearsal party hosted by the
groom's parents at the Holiday
Inn, Fulton
Tea hosted by Mrs. George
Hodge, Mrs. Bob Melugin, Mrs.
John Nanny, Mrs. Clifton
Cochran, Mrs. Robert Hendon,
Mrs. Lester Nanny, Mrs. Henry
Fulton, Mrs. David Thompson, and MIS. J. P. Parker at

Shrine Club Holds
Monthly Breakfast

the Conununity Room of the
Federal Savings and Loan
!Ylm-ray. —
Gift shower given by members of the Moscow Baptist
Church at the home of Mrs.
Thomas Rodgers, Clinton.
Dinner party at the home of
Mr and Mrs. Roland Adams.
Surprise kitchen shower
given by Mrs Dan Voegeli and
Miss Carol Cardwell at the
home of Mrs. Voegeli, Fulton.
Breakfast given by Mrs. Tip
Miller, Mrs. Tommye D.
Taylor, Mrs. Ronald Jones,
Mrs. Hilton Williams, Mrs.
Aubrey Hatcher, Mrs. Marvin
Swann, and Mrs. Isaac Grogan
at the Holiday Inn, Murray.
Coffee hosted by Mrs. Don
Grogan, Mrs. Bobby Grogan.
and Mrs. Jerry Grogan at the
home of Mrs. Don Grogan,
Murray
Luncheon given by Mrs. Steve
Douglass and Mrs. Ted Sills,
Holiday Inn in Murray.
Gift tea given by Mrs.Richard
Adams, Mrs. Charles Adams,
Mrs_Scott DeMyer, Mrs. Larry
Cardwell, and Mrs. Lewis
Atwill at the home of Mrs.
Richard Adams, Hickman.

DINNER FOR FOUR
Rice
Broiled Lamb Chops
Salad
Phyll's Zucchini
Apple Dumplings....Besterage_
PHYLL'S ZUCCHINI
Inspired by Chinese cuisine...
i tablespoon cornstarch
1 tablespoon sugar
I teaspoon monosodium glutamate
1 tablespoon soy sauce
1/2 cup water
4 small zucchini, about 1 pound
2 tablespoons peanut oil
1/2 cup thin strips onion
1 clove garlic. minced
..441-_ a 44341.1WileiLtad_ a_tir
together the cornstarch, sugar,
monosodium glutamate and soy
sauce, gradually stir in water,
keeping smooth, set aside
Scrub zucchini in cold water,
cut off ends and discard, do not
pare Cut zucchini lengthwise in
1/4-inch wide slices now cut
crosswise into about I 1/2-inch
lengths In a 10-inch skillet heat
the oil, add onion and garlic,
cook over moderate heat, stirring often until onion is yellowed. add zucchini, cover and
cook. stirring a few times, for 3
to 4 minutes. add cornstarch
mixture and stir constantly until thickened and clear Makes 4
servings

The sons and daughters
making party arrangements
were Mrs. Erwin Herrmann of
Forest Park, Ill., Mrs. Vyron
Mitchell of Fulton, Lee
Williams of Memphis, Tenn.,
James C. Williams of Murray,
Percy Williams and Bryant
Williams of Pans, Term., and in
absentia, Ernest Williams of
West Trenton, N.J.

Friday, February 16
The Sunshine Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Veronica Elkins at 1.30
p.m
The International Women's
Club will meet at the Baptist
Student Center at 630 p.m
Saturday, February 17
Couples Bridge will be held at
the Oaks Country Club at 7:30
p.m. Call Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Andersen 753-7932 days or Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Brown 763-3888
nights for reservatiens by .
Friday evening. Almo School activities will
begin at 5:30 p.m. with the
serving of hamburgers, chili,
hotdogs, etc., in the lunch rooni
The talent show will begin at
seven p.m. The public is invited
Chaplet—AL at.
Sisterhood will have a 12 noon
luncheon at Oakhurst with Mrs.
Harry Sparks and Mrs. Maurice
Christopher as hostesses. Mrs.
Henry McKenzie will be in
charge of the program.

Correction
An error occurred in a story
yesterday. The name of Mrs.
Jan Pritchard was listed as one
of the grandchildren. of Mr
and Mrs. Orvis Hendrick This
Barnett
Jan
should have
Prescott.

ANNUAL
SAL

SAVE up to '100

David Reed,'Bishop Coadjutor of the Diocese of Kentucky
of the Episcopal Church, has
returned to Louisville after
spending several days in
Murray.
While here he was the guest of
Rev. and Mrs. Stephen
Davenport and Mr. and Mrs.
"Charles Hinds
Mr. Reed presided at the
and
morning
worship
celebrated Holy Communion at
St. John's Episcopal Church at
9:30 a.m. on Sunday. At 5:30
p.m. a potluck supper was held
at the United Campus Ministry
for members of the church
followed by a congregational
meeting at seven p.m.
Bishop Reed and Rev.
Davenport attended the Prayer
Breakfast for Key '73, held at
the Holiday Inn Monday
morning.
On Tuesday committee
members met at the Grecian
Streak House for lunch. Attending were Bishop Reed, Rev,
Davenport, Norman Klapp,
Larrie Clark, Jules Harcourt,
Roger Burgoyne, Charles
Hinds, Mr and Mrs. David
Marquardt, and Miss Betty
Newnam.

on Magnavox Stereo Theatres Stereo Consoles and
Component Systems Also enjoy great savings on Color and
Monochrome TV Radios, Tape Recorders and Portable
Phonographs Shown below is iust one of our many
Magnavox Annual Sale Values See them all and save!

Space-Saving 25".9
Total Automatic Color
Stereo Theatre

A F.Clithil Jt A

appedrme.
strongest

diet•alds
available without prestrIption

now,ENJOY
EATING and

On

UGLY
FAT!

Lose 1(1 20, 30 pounds and more of west
Agroredr ,ne a remarkable little

weight
The Murray-Calloway County tablet. chntams One of the %Ironiesi ere
Shrine Club held its monthly aids without prescription Start losing
lurn
fellowship breakfast at the werpht very f.'s, day Hare the Om,
yOu ve aloveys w..inted as you follow
Holiday Inn on Sunday, this ettraordinary
easy slommolg plan
February 11. at nine o'clock in (Noy eating I meals and 3 snacks every
hungry
Don
day
ugly tat disappears
as
(go
the morning
last from wars?, tummy, thighs, legs, every
Attending were Jack Persall, *here
arogredirne .s luny guaranteed You
James C. Williams, I,arry lose weight last slarhnE very 'forst day or
Yost
',lofty bastt without question
Robinson, Mr. and Mrs • Don
Robinson Mr. and Mrs. Don.
Milton Jones and grandson,
Central Shopping Center
Jerry, and Mr and Mrs. Norman Klapp

A

Early America,.
model 7854

SAVE s50/ NOW '845
This magnificent yet space -saving Magnavox Stereo
for
Theatre will bring you all the convenience of T A C
color -right, perfectly tuned pictures au(ornat,C,91/y 1 And.
Stereo
it will also bring you great stereo listening from
FM ,'AM radio, recordings, or optional tape equipment
Horns,
Two 10" Bass Woofers. two 1,000 Hz Exponential
storage
record
plus
Player
Record
the Automatic Mark 1
choice of
are just a few of its outstanding features Your
today!
all
them
hear
and
see
.
two styles. Come in

Chestnut Sheet

4

Thursday, February 15
The Lynn Grove PTA will
meet at 7:30 p.m at the school

I AC'TORY SPONSORED

Bishop Coadjutor
Episcopql Church
Makes Visit Here

nt

hosted the affair at the Avalon
Restaurant, Paris, Tenn.,
beginning at five o'clock in the
afternoon.
In front of the honoree's place
at the head table was a birthday
cake decorated in spring colors
that were in arrangements of
Dutch iris, daffodils, carnations, and baby's breath on
either side. On the other tables
were smaller vases of the same
flowers, purple grapes, and fern
alternating with matching
candles.
Mrs. Williams wore a pretty
dress of bright pink crepe with
matching knit jacket and was
presented a white orchid corsage along with other special
rata- A book bearing congratulatory messages from several out
of town people including
Kentucky Governor Wendell
Ford and Tennessee Governor
Winfield Dunn were read during
the evening. Also some "fun"
wishes in rhyme were read and
placed around the birthday
cake. A certificate naming
Mrs.: Williams • a. Kentsmit,
Colonel by Governor Ford was
read and presented by James C.
Williams of Murray. She was
also presented with a portable
color television.

fe-gmA aew'N_

_
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Short Form Is
Big Help To
Many Taxpayers

TVA Mosquito Control Program
Described In Impact statement
program, is submitted for
review annually by the Federal
Working Group on Pest
Management, President's
Cabinet Committee on he En
vironment. TVA also coordinates its vector control and
research efforts with other
Federal and state agencies
through participation on interagency committees and

TVA's mosquito control
program for prevention of
malaria is described in an
environmental impact
statement being submitted in
draft form for review by interested agencies.

1.0U1SVILLE — Many, Kentucky wage earners will
find the new short tax form a
short-cut to filing their Federal
income tax returns, Paul
Niederecker, District Director
of Internal Revenue for KenWhen construction of the TVA
tucky said today.
reservoir system began in the
The short Form 1040A, which 1930's, as much as a third of the
can be used by 32 million tax- population along some reaches
payers nationwide, is tailored of the Tennessee River had
to the needs of persons whose malaria. TVA began a program
income is from wages, salaries to control the production of the
and Ups and who do not choose malaria-carrying Anopheles
to itemize deductions, and who quadrimaculatus mosquito
have no more than $200 in in- along the new reservoirs,
terest income or $200 in together with other public
dividends
health measures to overcome
The 1040A is a half sheet the malaria problem in
return with simplified in- cooperation with state agencies.
structions and relatively few
By the late 1940's malaria
entries Most 1040A users should
be able to fill out their own from local sources had been
eliminated in the Tennessee
returns.
Even though 1040A users Valley. But TVA continues its
can't itemize deductions, they mosquito control program
glom IlicloruitaCLIAA .kauL
▪
credit for politicial con- mosquito nuisance problemiInd"
tributions They' can also the continuing hazard that
allocate one dollar of their malaria may be reintroduced
taxes, two dollars on a )(Ant by carriers returning from
return, to the Presidential Southeast Asia or other parts of
Election Campaign Fund, Mr. the world where the diease is
still a public health problem.
Niederecker said

VA Employs
Many Veterans
More than half of all men
hired by the Veterans Administration in recent months
for full-time paying jobs have
been Vietnam Era veterans
This excludes the large
number of women hired by KA
es secretaries and clerk typists,
nurses, and food service
workers.

The. "

-.Era
veterans working for VA as paid
employees now make up about
9,-2 percent of the agency's total
employees
More than 12,000 Vietnam Era
veterans have been hired by VA
under its "on the spot" hiring
Veteran Readauthority
Appointment
justment
Program) AK* this was begun
111 April / O.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)—A
Shelbyville woman is suing the
federal government for more
than $1 million, charging that
working groups.
the Internal Revenue Service
The draft environmental
1 siezed her property to
(IRS
statement, "TVA
Vector satisfy an income tax assessControl Program," is available ment "with full knowledge that
on request from the TVA In- no such taxes were owed."
formation Office, Knoxville,
Tennessee. A final enThe U.S. District Court suit
vironmental statement will be filed by Mrs. Elizabeth Jane
prepared after comments are Hall also names as defendants
from
received
agencies Thomas McHugh, acting direcreviewing the draft.
tor of IRS in Kentucky; Elmer

Gardens benefit
from tree bark use
Gardeners who use tree
bark in their gardens will benefit in ways other than the
handsome appearance it adds
as an accent around the
shrubs, trees and flower beds
Besides inhibiting weed
growth and saving on yard
maintenance, tree bark prevents packing of clay soils and
reduces evaporation of water
so that less hoeing and watering are required

LOSE UGLY FAT

Start losrng weight today OR
MONEY BACK MONAOEX re a tiny
tablet that writ help curb your de
sire for excess food Eat I•ss•wangti
less Contains no dangerous drugs
and wrIl not make you neryOUI No
strenuous e•ercrs• Change your fife
start today MONADE X costs
53 00 for • 20 day supply and SS 00
for twice the amount lose ugly tat
Or your money will be refunded with
no questrons asked by
Holland Drug, 109 S 4th
Mail Orders Filled
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SHAKESPEARE
WONDER TROLL No. 52

•
•

predatory fish, pathogens, and
parasites, TVA says, but no
biological control methods
exists that would meet the
problem adequately without
other control measures.

The statement also describes
other aspects of the TVA vector
control program, including
limited measures for controlling floodwater mosquitoes.
Use of pesticides in this
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CLOWN LOACHES

AL HUSS
1 Everybody's
uncle
4 Talked
9 Knock
12 Man's name
13 Irritated
14 Guido's AV
note
15 Commemorative
march
17 Block of iron
used by
blacksmith
(PI
19 Tableland
21 Three toed
sloth
22 Court order
25 A state (abbr )
27 let it stand
31 Butt
32 Thongs added
34 FOur (Roman
number)
35 Sirruan
36 Pose for
portrait
37 Symbol tor
tantalum
38 Cowardliness
41 Through
42 Narrow
Opening
43 Prefix three
44 Ventrlates
45 Printers
measure
47 Quarrel
•
. Disturbs
4.49
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says
statement
The
laboratory experiments show .
11
the very low concentrations of O
-• , --•
Abate in water necessary to
N
control mosquito larvae provide •
il
a 300-fold safety factor for the
most sensitive fish tested, o
wire, pre
• Complete with lead-in wire and guide
rainbow trout.
II
assembled, unfolds for rapid installation.
Research has been conducted
on biological controls for
-The best you can own!"
•
Reg.
mosquitoes, including
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— Specials In Every Tank —
OVER 40 VARIETIES OF FISH
ON SALE!!

Crossword

We will have the best equipped
Sporting Department, plus the
Lowest Discount Prices anywhere!

materials because it is
nonbiodergradable and
persistent in the environment.

Big Shipment of Fish
Just Arrived!

READ

I
2
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4
5
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is soon to have 6,000
Feet of Sporting & Athletic
Equipment!!
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Highway 641
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HOMESTEAD
by Watling

Uncle Jeff's!!
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57 Rude shack
58 Declare
60 Afternoon
Party
61 Native metal
62 Transactions
63 Beard of grain

Will Charge 6 or 12 Volts

I
i
•
2 Speed Forward, Reverse
11
•
areas these
In some
97
R9g,?..5 $
3e
naturalistic control methods II
• 1 411 , s..
.Decorative
must be supplemented by use of II
a chemical larvicide. TVA
•‘
•Practical $ 1 9s?
applies the larvicide Aliate.aa a •
III
spray at a rate of less than five
Many Others to Select From
liquid ounces per acre, conI
of
taining 1-250th of a pound
active ingredient. Abate is used
•
in place of less expensive •
l'.4,

STORE HOURS
Weekdays — 5-9 p.m Saturday — 126 p m.
Due to the huge response to our Specials last
week-end, we offer you again the same type of
savings but with Many New & Different Fish!

taxes were owed and with full
knowledge that there was no
basis for such assessments."
It also contends that Powers
defamed her character by informing the IRS falsely that
she was involved in drug sellmg.
Further, Mrs. Hall asserts
that Powers seized property
from her, including $5,700 in
cash and a gold watch, which
she says the officer "converted
to his own use."

Snyder, a Kentucky district IRS the money because he had
supervisor, and State Police found she -was involved in ilTrooper Donald Powers of Law- licit drug activities."
Mrs. Hall's car was seized
renceburg.
afterward by the IRS,
shortly
the
that
Mrs. Hall charges
defendants conspired to im- the suit contends, and she was
properly seize property belong- instructed not to'move any pering to her to satisfy an assess- sonal property out of Shelby
ment for $52,680.25 for a taxing County because it also was to
period beginning Jan. 1, 1973 be seized.
and ending Jan. 30.
The suit charges that the acHer suit says Mrs. Hall re- tions taken by IRS officials
ceived a letter Feb. 1 from "were done maliciously with
McHugh, telling her she owed full knowledge that no such

6 Amp

This program relies mainly
on naturalistic methods to
provide an environment that is
unsuitable for producing '
of
numbers
significant
mosquito
mosquitoes_ Many
habitats are eliminated during
preparation of a reservoir area
before it fills with water After
filling, the reservoir
water
level is managed in such a way
that mosquito eggs, larvae, and
pupae are stranded, destroyed
or exposed to natural enemies.
Each spring TVA "surcharges- several main stream
reservoirs along the Tennessee
River as necessary to strand
drift that would provide
breeding habitat In June it
begins a series of fluctuations
on seven of these reservoirs to
disrupt mosquito breeding On
other TVA lakes the normal
summer drawdown of water
levels or other operations
disrupt mosquito breeding

Seized
Woman Suing IRS After Her Property Is

•

/
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Fuel Cell Being Tested As
READ the WANT ADS
Future Source Of Current
Crossword Puzzle

Answer to Yesterday's Puzz

By GARY LUHR
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. API - 8
Last summer, when a storm
knocked out electrical power to
the rest of their neighborhood,
the James R. Bradford family
scarcely noticed.
The Bradford home was one
of nearly 60 test sites throughout the country where electricity was produced by an experimental fuel cell out of natural gas.
Persons close to the project
are keeping mum about what
they have learned from the
tests so far.
But 35 gas comparues and a
Connecticut aircraft firm have
invested close to $50 million in
4
the project since 1967 and plan
to move soon into its third and
final phase that will run
••7I
through 1976.
'The information developed
from the various test programs
. . . is of proprietary nature
god nothing.has been disclosed
•
'40a-the results, said Henry
38
G. King, director of public rela*.wit3
tions for the Columbia Gas Syszi.K1.
4--'1
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parrot
1 Everybody's
Girl's name
uncle
Unit
of
9
4 Talked
Portuguese
9 Knock
currency
12 Man's name
10 Everyone
13 Irritated
11 Dance step
14 Guido's high
16 Danish land
note
division
15 Commemorative
18 Call on
march
20 Coniunction
17 Block of iron
22 Street urchins
used by
23 Competiior
blacksmith
24 Negative prefix
26 Dispkrse
19 Tableland
28 PrepositI011
21 Three toed
29
Go in
40 Bitter vetch
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41 Greek letter
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22 Court order
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Drink slowly
Macaw
Deface
Take one's Part
Chief eriecut,ve
Stamp of
approvaf

The first demonstration cell
was installed in May, 1971 by
the Connecticut Natural Gas
Corporation. Results from the
test models are being evaluated
at Pratt & Whitney's Hartford
headquarters.
Bradford, a manufacturing
operations manager, said his
family noticed no difference in
the way their electrical appliances worked and always had a
sufficient amount of energy
during the three months their
home was used to test one of
the cells.
Ellwood Shoemaker, a Columbia Gas engineer, said the
test at the Bradford home was
successful in supplying knowledge about installation, operation and maintenance.
The experimental cells and
accompanying inverters are
about the size of a home central air conditioning compressor. Models about onefourth that size eventually
-*TRIM- get err
the cells prove successful, according to project brochures.
The purpose of Phase Two is
to determine how soon energy
from the cells could be made
available and at what cost.
Each cell can generate 12.5
kilowatts of power, which the
brochures say is enough to
meet the peak electrical needs

•
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of an average family.
Multiple cells would be used
for commercial, industrial and
apartment buildings.
The cells convert gas to elec-tricity in three steps. It is processed first in a reformer then
converted
electrochemically
into direct current.
In the final step, the inverter
changes the direct current to
alternate current. The cell's
only moving part is an air intake fan.
The gas companies claim the
cells would offer "an alternative, competitive single service
energy source" with low pollution, fuel conservation, reliability and quiet operation.,
They say the cells produce
only one-hundredth the amount
of air pollution of the best oil or
coal burning systems and only
about three-fourths as much
fuel is needed to provide the

The second annual Beaux-Arts Ball will be held in the Price Doyle Fine Arts Building March 2 from
9 p.m. to 12 p.m. Here, two of last year's participants are shown. This year's theme will be "Out of
This World," a spokesman said, and the color scheme is any shade or combination of purple. A band
will provide music and refreshments will be available, he added, and there will be a minimal charge.
,_The ball. 5 %Ku tkt th picaqd r)vry9,4c )telcuswk.itke apoiwtimat.Nlid,
ast_siepartimoi.L.
faculty show will remain up for the costume ball.

Hospital Report
February 9, 1973
ADULTS. 101
NURSERY. 9
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs Rhonda Gall Bruce and
Baby Boy, 18 Orchard Heights,
Mrs Janice Faye McCuan and
Baby Girl, Route 2, Wing°, Mrs.
Steve Andrus and Baby Boy,
1312 Poplar,
DISMISSALS
Mrs Mary Kathryne Cain,
1711 Miller, Mrs. Victoria Lynn
Rivers, Route 1, Box 69, Miss
Claudia Jo Vass, Route 7, Box 1,
Mrs. Margaret Ann Yearry and
Baby Girl, 416 N 5th, Mrs.
Kathy Mae Sledd, 1104
Mulberry, Gary Den Lamb,
Route 3, Mrs. Virginia Irene
. Swann, 700 S. 16th, Mrs. Nancy
Carolyn Fox, Dexter, Mrs.
Cloteal Paschall, Route 3,
Glenn
Purayer,
Tenn.,
Crawford Wooden, Box 264,
Mrs. Nancy Carolyn Fox,
Dexter, Master Johnny Carl
Smith, Route 1, Kirksey, Mrs.
Barbara Ann Howard, 406-2 S.
16th, Miss Christy Lee Raspberry, Route 2, Hazel Mrs.
Datha Mae Henderson, Route 3,
Benton, James McLellen
• Burkeen, Route 3, Henry
Humphery Lawrence, 321
-Woodlawn, RoberT -Harvey
Williams, Route 5, Thelmer
Davis Rudolph, 713 Sycamore,
Bernice B Boyd, 1619 Main

"MINIATURE TOOLS"
Hand shaped by Paul Buchanan from solid brass,
will be on display at . . .

STOREY'S FOOD GIANT
Saturday, February 17, 1973

Campbell's Factory Outlet
203 No. Brewer — Paris, Tenn.

WAS IT 14ERE ,•• MY FATTIER'5
RECORP5-- THAT
SAW NAT
MAME 'MOO'V
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Dollar Sawing
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NO WONDER
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SHIVERING --LOOK AT OUR
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lives
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Nobody Knows Murray and Calloway County Like

By JAN NIALL1N
Copley News Service
MIAMI - A new monument
has been added to the Miami
landscape. It is unique - a
floating raft built to honor
Phone 753-4342
Cubans who perished attempting to flee to the United
States over the Straits of
Florida
Among those present when
the monument was unveiled
was Vicente Mayans Balcells.
Eight years ago Mayans
sailed from Cuba one night
vaix wax vex motaniassosinmassanupsesnKSi
?oaxamsnann,
aboard the fishing vessel DelWIND POWER - The family umbrella and a good wind add to the enjoyment of
fin. There were seventeen adLeann Keutzer of Indianapolis who skims over the ice of Lake Sullivan. Any ,speed skating
ditional people aboard, inMIRY AM,saes ANDY .4111141.9‘
records were disqualified due to wind assistance
cluding Mayans' wife.
The Delhi) headed for the
Ulltketl Stalea but.the nutty
failed and although the refugees resorted to rowing and
sailing, the current was too
strong and the vessel drifted
toward far-off Venezuela. Attempts to signal passing merSAN FRANCISCO IUPII
cause her sisters and brothers
The cover had to be replaced
By HELEN M. PAGEL
chantmen failed
- A University of California
let down the bucket which was
frequently, for wood rotted
Copley News Service
Food and water ran short.
professor of pediatrics says
attached to a long rope and
when it was exposed to ram
most parents don't realize that a
One by one the refugees died.
she clung to it until father or
and snow for a long time, and
Hot water, cold water, hard
wide variety of symptoms
Two men jumped overboard.
mother, attracted by the chiljust turn
water, soft water
if a child forgot and ran
experienced by their children
The Delfin finally drifted
dren's screams, arrived on
across the cistern cover at
on the right faucet and there it
may be caused by foods eaten
ashore on Grand Cayman Isthe scene to pull her to safety.
such a time, tragedy could reis, all you want. But it wasn't
almost daily, including milk.
land,
south
of
Cuba.
People
on
always like that. Faucets
sult
The symptoms include
a coastal road heard weak
recurrent abdominal pain;
were something you heard
But how many people think
But people were aware of
cries
for
help,
and
when
they
cranky, unhappy or difficult
about but seldom saw in
of these things today when
the danger and such tragedies
searched they found Mayans,
behavior: pallor and dark
houses fifty or sixty years
they open a faucet and let galwere rare More often there
the sole survivor Mayans'
circles under the eyes; tiredness
ago
lons of water run down the
would be an exciting story
and fatigue; leg aches or
wife was among those lost,
On the bench beside the
drain so that they can get a
about how little Emma was
'growing
pains,and
and of his survival Mayans
sank, if you were lucky enough
cool drink'
rescued from the cistern berespiratory tract symptoms
Eater said, "It has been a
to have a sank land it might
such as stuffy nose, chronic
miracle of God."
Alec Saler
strprise the modern genercoughing and wheezing.
Now,
eight
later,
years
ation to know how many peo'While any one of these
May ans Says: "It is very good
symptoms may be due to a
ple managed to be happy
HELP WANTF;D
that we remember those who
variety of other. (aunt*. most
.• without one stood the water
- HELP WANTED
people and man) physicians are
have died here They are the
pail. It might be just a tin mil.
unaware that they May also be
quiet martyrs who are a testiBut most people had a granite
caused by food allergy.- says
mony to the hell that Cuba
one - white inside and either
Complete
Dr. William Deemer.
must be, if they are willing to
blue or dark red flecked with
Vu hen several of the sympHow
Remodeling
Big
is
give up their lives rather than
Hy PATRICIA McCORM ACK
wtute outside. There was usutoms co-exist. Deemer says, a
live there." .
t PI entity News Editor
ally a long-handled dipper to
IfyUSTiMATE
child is said to have Allergic
BIG MONEY?
NI- A NI MK 11. PII - The International Baccalaltrate is settling
The sea exodus from Cuba
match the pail hanging on a
Tension-Fatigue
Sy nclrom
in
on
the
To
education
some
point.
scene.
world
some
it
At
may
people
it is making $l,000 a Month.
settle
in
on
since
Premier
Fidel Castro
nail beside it
ITESt.
your neighborhood high school. It's a kind of super test.
To others $5,000 a Month, right in their own
came to power has been one of
claims that many
Demmer
This was for drinking
Already, it is known to some special students, high school are.
physicians are not acquainted
water
hometown. —We have both kinds.
attending Rockland Community College in Spring talky. N.Y. the great sagas of modern
with the TES syndrome and
And how did the water get
Eater they will attend the Cnilleges of Further Education in Oxford times More than 14,750
that some of those who are do
SEAM I.FICS ALUMINUM gutters
Cubans have braved the
into the pail' Why, somebody
and bunion. England.
not accept it as a valid entity.
So its Opportunity if you qualify for the
manufactured and Installed by
carried the pail to the pump in
The I.B.-as it is called-also is known at the t nited Nations Florida Strait in small boats
order
to find the real
-In
Atkins Gutter Installation,
STROUT Team. Not everybody does. But
the backyard, hung it an the School in New loll, a so-called international school. It is for this and makeshift contraptions in
problem,•careful history of the
Murray,
phone 75.3-8407 or 753spout and then worked the type of school that the I.B. ssas designed.
ask
yourself
if
notes
you
recrirded,
moat
(
'
be
are
child
ready for your real
The I NSchool, as either international schools around the order to escape from their is8992.
long pump handle up and
Deemer.
March 6C
land.
estate
license
to
start
bringing
world,
you
Imis attended mainly hy children of international
down this was excellent ex"If food allergy is suspected
toruk
have
had
They
familirs--the
1.lb-called international community found in world
portant Money. Ask too, do you really Like
it is brat studied by trial diets
ercise for strengthening back
capitals. These are the children of international
servants, militia patrols in coastal
JOHN'S RE PA IR Service
which eliminate certain foods
People? And do you have Common Sense?
mu.sclesl. It was necessary to diplomats and businessmen"
areas,
naval patrols offshore,
The,
Ihenv'ehrs living in a
for • three-week period. Skin
pump for eome time before strangc land for rsirneled periodsfind
Phirnbing-etectrical-roofing and
of time. In response to heavy seas, bad weather,
tests unfortunately are quite
carpentry Phone 753-5897 days or
any water appeared, but fiparents of such children the international schools have sprung man-hungry sharks, expoIf yes, then ask for information on the
Tbe
food
unreliable
allergy.
for
nally the pail was' filled and
753-7623 nights
up.
TFC
sure, and a lack of food and
foods most often found to be
"Poeple-Business." It's mailed without
nl&e French. German. British. American or whatever nationality drinking water
then you carried it back to the
responsible are milk, chocolate
school
set
up
for
those
the
children
of
countries
obligation.
in
a
distant land, the
Could be the start To Something
house - using both hands if
•nel corn.
To Cubans, Miami is their
you were about ten years old, international schools in nto way are little imitations of the schools West Berlin. The Straits of
Big—with the World's Largest.
-Elimination of the first two
KELLY'S TERMITE aria Pest
from
the
homeland.
and stopping for frequent
•Ione may bring relief to over
Bather, they attempt to provide an education that bridges frontier, Florida is their Berlin Wall.
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
is
It
ran
quite
cases.
as
rests between the pump and
half
the
Fourteen thousand Cubans
and which will be of sufficiently high academic quality to facilitate
13th Street. "Every day you
milk
sounds
as
it
easy
as
door
the kitchen
P.O. Box 2757
transfer of its students from one country to another.
have reached safety. No one
delay lets bugs have their
elimination includes cheese and
Whenever you wanted a
Now comes the problem: should the teaching at high schools
knows how many failed to
Springfield, Missouri 65803
Chocolate
cream.
way."
TFC
drink you took the dipper off prepare students to take Americri college entrance exams? Or make it. Empty boats have 'ice
elimination includes cola
the nail and dipped up just college entrance exams at French schools? I ir at German schools? Or drifted ashored in Florida.
drinks."
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking.
enough water to quench your for schools in Singapore or Tokyo tor Geneva. Swftzerland? The Sea skippers have reported
He contends that allergy too
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
thirst - no more. You knew colleges in different countries have specific kinds of tests for entrance. seeing bullet-riddled boats
offender,
often
chief
milk,
the
None the same.
better than to throw any
HELPER topscil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
CARPENTER'S
begins in infancy.
floating at sea, also empty.
1/ a result of this, many international schools found themTEC
water away, because you
F17C or 354-8161 after 5.00 p m.
if
be
understood
"This
can
753-7955.
Phone
wanted.
The following are a few of
selves in the past teaching a senior class for all kinds of entrance
knew perfectly well who was tests. It was hectic and not
one considers the degree of
always successful. A handful of the escape incidents that have
exposure to milk an infant
likely to be the one to carry seniors must be prepared for a German school test, A half-dozen
occurred:
FREE ESTIMATE on spectic
experiencec. If • I 5-pound
the pail out to the pump for a for a French school. A few for•SN i111/1 school. And so on.
WANTED LADY to do telephone tank installation. Phone 753- Six men fled Cuba in
•
half
pint
and
ingests
a
infant
refill.
Vu ith financial help from the Ford Foundation, the Twentieth three 17-foot kayaks.
survey work for national com- 7850.
of milk a day, it is equivalent to
TFC
If you wanted hot water for Century Fund and others, educators got together and came up with
- A man and a woman
pany, from her home Must have
a man weighing I.)0 pounds
tea you filled the teakettle and the ',predications for the I.13.- International Baccalaureate. The
crossed in what the U.S. Coast
drinking two gallons of milk a
private line. $1 60 pr hour. Reply
• set it on the kitchen range to I hrector General of the I.B. program is Prof. A.D.C. Peterson. He
day or one pint every hour for
giving age, address and phone WILL IX) any kind of carpenter
also is director of the Department of Educational Studies at the Guard described as an "eightheat. But the minute it boiled
It) hours.foot makeshift boat of tin,
I niversity of Oxford in England.
number to Mr John W. Isbell, work, large or small jobs. Phone
you set it on the back of the
:andidates for the 1.8. are examined-after intensive powered by a lawn mower
Marcha'
P.O.
Box, 442, Fulton, Kentucky 753-7955
stove, for boiling created
jireparation-in six subjects: three at a higher and three at a lesser motor."
43041.
F17C
steam which wasted water.
eve!. Ile must first have a first and second language, mathematics.
-- Five men paddled to
k;ENERA I. HOUSE %%icing
In the winter time the an exact science, a subject from the human sciences or the study of freedom on a raft made of
Installation or rework. No job too
noon I history geography etc.); the sixth subject is a free choke.
pump, along with everything
February 10, 1973
truck inner tubes held tobig or too small. Call Jim for
In Ness 1 ork reerntls, the I.B. people reported that over 2800
else, froze up, and then you
ADULTS. 99
gether by ropes and bamboo
estimate, 436-2159.
had to take a teakettle full of students of 68 different nationalities hay e entered I.R. poles.
February
NURSERY 9
Prof.
examinations.
Pederson
said
candidate's
holding
1.11.
19N('
hot water out and pour it into
men
A
built
group
a
of
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
qualifications have been admitted to at least 98 universities and
the pump to prime it before
Please
monqiarable institutions in 19 cfltIntries. In effect, the I.B. has trailer in a warehouse in
Mrs. Janis Elaine Devine and
you could get any water. At20 broken the code at the world's academic Tower
of Babel-the' Cuba It was a very special
Girl,
Route
Baby
3
Box
127,
Check Your Ads
NSW VW( Aildf
degrees below zero, with
ninny different entrance examinations in yar
countries for trailer the roof could be unPuryear, Term., Mrs. Patsy Ann
We'd like to check each
about three feet of snow on the •tudents front the' world's international schools, including the screwed and converted into
a
Stallons and Baby Girl, Route 1,
Want Ad to make sure it Is
ground, this could be quite a
N school.
six by ten-foot flat-bottom
LOUISVILLE-Use a check
Dexter
tt the I N School students have responded enthusiastically to
chore, and drinking water
printed
plat the way you
for
boat When completed the
or money order to pay your IV/
DISMISSALS
was a mighty precious com- the LB. It's difficult preparing for the test. -Like climbing a
want it, but in such a fast,
-Passports
pulled
trailer
to
an
was
emmountain,- a spokesman for the school said. -There is no
Drane Shelley, 1501 Oak Federal income tax Paul
modity.
large
volume
operation it
barkation point near the port
-Applications
fooling; you've god to climb that mountain in two years and the
Drive, Miss Brigette Lois Niederecker, District Director
Soft water came from the
just isn't possible.
of Martel. There its roof was
-Announcements
it.
studentsThey
I
work
-inns
harder.Internal
of
for
KenRevenue
softener
sky, and no artificial
Sparks, 306 N. 6th, John Mcremoved and launched, and
The examination is a combination of oral. written essay and
-Anniversaries
can quite equal good old-fashmultiple-choice. At the I N school it has been found that once an outboard motor was at- Clain Steele, Route 5, Miss Beth tucky, said today.
Enlist it nerefully proof
-Weddings
ioned rainwater. It ran off the
Unlike
cash,
a
cheek
or
Marlow
1010
Regents,
Tuck,
students qualify for the LB. and gain that credential they are acread, of course, but still an
tached. Twenty
-Babies
roof into the eaves troughs cepted at top American colleges-as well as schools around the world. crowded on board, people
money
order
gives
you
a
record
Wesley Lanham, Hamlin, Mrs.
error can occur In content
and the
-Copies of Old Photographs
and down the spout into the The preparation is so good that some stodents get advanced
Laura Ann Arnold, 203 S. 9th, of payment in case your
or claasilkatIon.
odd vessel embarked on its
I
lac
erne
nt.
thie
where
girl from the UN school. for example, based on her
rambarrel,
it was alpayment
is
lost
in
the
mail.
and
Maxine
Baby
Woods
Mrs.
journey. Thirteen hours later
lowed to stand until the dirt excellence as an I.B. candidate, is being admitted to Barnard College
Mr. Niederecker pointed out
Boy, Route 3, Box 386, Mrs.
it was spotted by a Coast
If you find an error In your
as a junior. A boy will go to Harvard as a sophomore.
settled to the bottom. Usually
taxpayers can stop
that
Lou
Ahart
and
Baby
Betty
plane,
Girl,
Guard
and
the
group
ad or If ad is omitted, and if
about
the
The
I.B.
facts
are
in
a new book -International Bacthe rambarrel stood just outwas rescued.
Route 1, Almo, Mrs Maxine payment on a misplaced check
Marrow,. The book is being distributed in America by
you notify us the first day
side the kitchen door.(People calaureate
open Cuiui rt Publishing Company.
- Eleven men who were exDunn, No. 174 Riviera Court, or money order, and make a
of such error, we'll be
had things handy in those
U. hy is it important to bone lip on the world of ER.? Dorothy R. caping in a 22-foot vessel were
Mrs. Mildred Outland, Route 7, new payment
responsible for correction.
days, too.
Goodman, director of the V. amhington International Sehool, in
captured by a Castro patrol
Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Miller, 713
JEHRY's REFINISHING &
Sorry,
but if error conbook
reviewing
on
the
the
Eli.,
says
quite
possibly the LB. may
boat, which ordered them to
When the water in the top of
Make the check or money
Riley Court, Master Robert
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
tinues after first day of
the college- boards for hundreds of thousands of young
Cuba
and
return
to
the barrel became clear, you replace
which
put
Frank Harris, Route 6, Mrs. order payable to the Internal
Americans.
South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
appearance and if we are
an armed militia man on
dipped it out with a pail and
Annette Collie, Route 5, Benton, Revenue Service, and write in
It is a rigorous !preparation, so much or that a fifth year might need
Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492not notified the first day
board to make sure they did
filled the reservoir on the lobe added to hjgh.actropL-gr the Jiro year ut a junior college might
Mrs. Dorotha Nell Duncan, your social security number,
8837.
error is made, the
TFC
so. It was a dark night and the
back of the cookStatre and this rie—
net-sieit to Toinplete the I.B. requirements.
Route 1, Dexter, Mrs.'011ie Mr. Niederecker said.
responsibility Is yours.
seas were choppy. The oap,
insured a constant supply of
An experiment with American high school students is going on at
Irene Hale, Route 3, Mrs. Eva.
the Rockland Community College in New York. Selected studentslain of the escape boat sucFOR ALL you additionswarm soft water.
Lax, New Concord.
So, please check your
not
geniuses
by
any
means-have
been
taking
Read Fine Print
the
I.B.
at
the college,
ceeded in slipping away fi- orii
Almost every home had a
remodeling, residential or
advertisement each time it
If you're buying something
the escorting patrol boat me
cistern where surplus water entering after the junior year of high school.
commercial. New or old. Free
The
hope
is
that
at
the
end
/ If one year at the junior college
appears and notify our
on the installment plan,
refugees attacked the militia
was stored for use during a
estimates. Ca11•753-6123.
check the contract very
Classified Department
guard, and in the scuffle the
dry spell. Most cisterns were they will gel their high schtmeL diplomas plus credit for a first
TFC
In the United States. 6 per
year at college. Then they will goo to Oxford, England. fur the 'guard and
carefully. If you don't underpromptly in case,pf an
one refugee were
deep,. Maybe ten or twelve second year of
cent of the worlds population
the..1.11stand
it,
ask
questions.
Or
11351 overboard. The escapees
error. Thank you Ifft your
feet, Rid they Were- covered
some educators are thinking ,,f using the 1.8. in this way to
uses 35 per tent of the World'S
INCOME TAX service, call 492.- takjjt.home and sboWIL
(Woperation.
vntisewoatieei-lid-held-irephsee---oreinsfere th,
h.ogeetsturfents within pahliefr , 11 inrrfiliffl'irtr---41teo4siade it safely to gev
16
someone
-after 5:00 pin. on week
who
might
be
Largo in the Florida Key*
by an iron bar or a few bridts. oil a much laFger scale.
able to understand it.
days
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Sales Consultants- Home Phone
Ron Taleilt
753-4910
C. Bailey Hendricks.
753-8958

Edna Knight,
Pat Mobley,

REMINISCr

The pail and the dipper

Doc eyes
-rhildrenzsfood, drink

W OPEMIL_

Murray Upholstery Ca
Operator and Manager
Guy Harper invites everyone to come
by for whatever his need.

Complete Auto and
Furniture Upholstery
Murray, Ky.
520 So. 4th
Phone 753-0405

World educators
hail super test

153-1607
753-7638 $

STORING IT
RAKES WASTE:
SELLING IT
MAKES CASH!
Place Your
Classified Ad
Now

753-1916

•Papering
•Painting
•Panelling
•Ceiling Tile
Rome

Bill Houghton
753061

STROUT REALTY
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Hospital Report
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Authorized
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Mayfield, K
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punch-press
automatic feeds a
maintenance. Se
James L. Johr
Chamber of Comr
Murray, Ky.42071
WANTED ROU
Murray and sun
Preferably 24-36
Phone Mr. Ladd
Motel, Monday or
sday.
EXPERIENCED
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be neat and
working conditior
phone calls. A
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THE LEDGER & TIMES- With AN KENTUCKY

One Group
COTTON KNIT

f
753-1607
753-7638 I

.] SHIRTS

Ails >Mk AOC. Ales >MIX NEW VIA

One Group Levi

One Group
DOUBLE-KNIT

SUITS
'20"
One Group

'BEANS ARE high, you should BRICK DUPLEX apartment
DOUBLE-KNIT
STAY-PRESSED
this well. located 266 acre lagilao#,_ one block _ from
arm-Long biack top 'mid
-feel
5
• " s , ''. •'•
215 .
frontage-200 acres tillable-Now wall carpeting, panel walls, lots
leased for $5000.00 per year.
of closet space and built-in
A Developers Dream-400 acre dressers. 75'x140'. Each apart- HOW CAN NIXON EXPECT WE CONfarm on good black top road- ment has living room, bedroom. GRES5MEN TO KEEP OUR 031•16111UENT5
ALL PERSONS WHO ISSUED CHECKS
Ideal for subdividing into small kitchen and bath with shower ' HAPPY WHEN WE CAN'T SPEND -THEIR
TO SHIRLEY FLORIST ON FRIDAY
tracts-Only priced at $125.00 per Well insulated with rockwool in{
MONEY"
acre.
the ceiling, storm doors and
,FEBRUARY 9 . . Please stop
Some lots left-North Hills- windows. Good investment
I OR sAll:
AUTOS FOR SALE
Large beautiful wooded lots- property for only $25,500.00.
payment on them as checks were
Water gas and black top street- Including two electric table top 1972 EL CAMINO, blue with
MILLIONS OF rugs have been
Prices from $1000.00 to $3000.00. hot water heaters, 2 electric black vinyl top, 350 automatic,
stolen from
with Blue Lustre. It's
cleaned
Not far from Fisher Price new stoves
electric air conditioned. 6,000 miles.
2
and
America's finest. Rent electric
factory.
furnished
refrigerators. Also
$3,600 firm. Phone 753-1742. F15C shampooer $1 00 Big K, Belaire
As an experienced Realtor and with 4 beds, 2 kitchen tables with
F17C
Center.
We would appreciate your notifying us or
Appraiser, please let me help you 8 chairs. Now renting for $2,400.00 1970 TORINO GT two door Shopping
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1
In pricing and selling your per year. Shown by appointment hardtop, power steering, power
sending us a duplicate check.
property
Lickety-Split Lunches
727b1.1 Phone John Pasco, Jr., 753- brakes, vinyl roof. Good cona on
EATING-No
MUST SELL! one electric car, KENMORE AUTOMATIC
INSTANT
Claude I, Miller, Realtor
TFNC Fhtion. Need to sell. $1400.00.
Thank You For Your Cooperation
waitirm for it to be cooked
Singer golden touch washer, good condition. $35.00.
child's
Appraiser, Phones, 753-5064, or
Split
Lickety
Our
from
F15C
Phone 753-0310.
sewing machine, black and white Phone 489-2221 after 5:00 p.m.
Cafeteria line & from our
753-3059.
HOUSE-1 ACRE. Near ICirksey,
soup N sanclwiCh set-up
TV., numerous other items. Fl5C
FDIC 4 bedroom's, 1 bath,large kitchen, 1970 JAVELIN automatic, power
(Have soup while we fix your
Red
The
ATTENTION
LOST& FOUND
Phone 753-1795, after 5:00 p.m.
Inn
angle
Tri
I
airsandwich
brakes,
and
steering
-6eranium in Canton Is moving LAND& TREES. 40 Acres near excellent garden spot. $13,500.
F16C HOMELITE CHAIN saws.
4924487.
conditioned, vinyl top. Can be
Keith
489-2488
Call
John
Hays,
or
LOST SMALL gold Bulova wrist March 1 All present inventory is Kentucky Lake, East of Hardin.
Waldrop Sass and Lock Shop, 207
seen by calling 767-6252 after 5.00
Realty
Auction
di
Randolph
Co.,
VA LOANS,no down payment for BOUGHT A new color TV., must South 7th Street
watch. Lost Saturday at one of one-half price Sale hours are 10 $5000 Call 489-2488 or John
February 20C
TFNC
p.m:
Flee
qualified veteran. 12 years to sell black and white portable
February 21C Randolph Realty & Auction Co.. 753-8382.
to 5 daily.
shopping centers. Phone 435to
5622.
E16(
Excellent condition. 753F16C THREE BEDROOM house, 1970 PLYMOUTH Road Runner, ,P41....
y.,...Drive °n out almost
'68 STARCRAFT camping
753-8382.
on Be' 1795.
F20C trailer. Sleeps 8, vented heater,
Bridge
River
1
"
"
11
'
'
If
$1575.00.
condition,
excellent
heat
central
air,
and
oven
built-in
U.S. COAST
on spot. Bill's
privacy curtains. In spotless
s,
Frec
LARGE BRICK Colonial on 42 and range, carpets. Five mile interested phone Ken Smith da
PEST CONTROL
3900 South GEORGE LEFT Mary and Mary '
s,
e
ng
i
om
nc
H
fina
:Ile
i
cz
a
M
B
GUARD AUXILIARY
condition. $950 '65 18 ft. Century
acres in Dukedom, '1 mile high- north of Murray, just off High- Paris 642-9161.
Beltline Highway, Paducah,, left us his new Gretsch guitar. boat. Graymarine 135 H.P. inSAFE BOATING - sas frontage, new 4" well Write way 641. Phone 753-5639 MC
AVERAGE HOME sprayed for
F17C Must sell for balance due. J & B board. $795. 436_2261.
Ky.,4434150.
Fl5P
445
Box
725,
owner,
Electra
155.
Dukedom
BUICK
1962
$15.00. Six month guarantee No
COURSE
Music , 753-7575.
F20C
some
February 77C
Tennessee 38226
engine. Transmission needs
monthly contract required
FARM FOR SALE
ENCYCLOPEDIAS (Grolier:,
Starts Feb. 16
repair. $50.00. Phone 753Superior Exterminating, Com243 acres, 6 miles west of,
Collegiate), original price 5'01 MONTH old registered SOLID MAPLE drop leaf table
Fl7C
3068.
pany. Phone 753-72116.
F15C
Nyazel. Ky 3 miles west or
for information phone
NOTICE
1350.00. Also includes set of German Shepherd, black and tan. and 6 matching chairs. Four
Crossland. Ky , on the Tenn
and Ky . State Line 5 room
FleiC piece sectional, good condition
Popular Science, plus walnut Phone 4.36-5315.
753-2234 :
HELP WANTED
•
with
bathroom,
house.
FOR RENT
dining table. Any reasonable
•
• Been lessen 'N lighten
30' utility pole, complete with 220
carport, 2 car garage, Grade
Of
•
• Or carrin a grudge!
F15P USED BALDWIN Spinet pianos volt box. Louise Bilbrey, 753C Milkbarn. Tool Shed and
FURN1SHE I) APARTMENTS, offer Phone 753-3538_
•
a
• Bring her to the Triangle
Used
AVON HELPS make dreams
organs
753-2277 .
out buildings Lots of pulp
Used Baldwin
•
living rotun, kitchen, bathroom
Bettern buyin'er new duds! •
F15C
timber, 5.I7 acres tobacco
Lortardo 1257.
come true! Need extra cash for a
•
•
with shossei and bath One or two 641 NORTH Pet Shop. Puppies, Baldwin grand pianos.
base with 4 tobacco barns 67
a
from
across
-dishwasher? An Easter outfit?
a
TRIANGLE INN
Company,
Piano
40
fence,
new
acres...ander
bedrooms Zinunerinan Apart- Eskimo spitz, chihuahuas, toy
Union •
•
acres under old fence, Year
Fide FULL SIZE bed, mattress,
Color TV' Find out how easy it is WANTED CAR pool r141610
Post Office, Paris, Tenn.
ment,South 16th Street, 753shift,
3rd
round water supply tor cattle
Plant,
springs, and metal frame, and
Goodyear
City,
supand
fish
beagles,
noddles,
spare
to make money in, your
40 - acres' in pipern•neint
February 27Nt plies. Phone 753-1882 or 7536609
'Murray, or
headboard. Good condition.
time, as an Avon Represen- from Benton or
New well with
pasture
general vicinity. Phone collect REPOSSF SED AM-FM stereo
March 17C USED DINETTE set, large Phone 753-9609 after 5:00 p.m
7.
watering trough for cattle
tative. Call: 443-3366, Collect.
THREE BEDROOM brick house,
woodtone table with 6 chairs, Fl5C
Lake of water stocked with
F20C console. Responsible party to
3546942.
fish
Reason for selling
March
12C
utility and stora,ge, 507 Whitnell
Fl5C
825.00. Phone 753-2475.
take up payments. J & B Music,
Phone
MACHINE.
work
to
WASHING
disable
Avenue. Phone 436-5580. $125.00
FI5C
Herbert Underwood
753-7575
F15C 753-5628.
WAITRESSES WANTED. ExRoute 1. Kozel, Ke
per month.
BELTONE HEARING aid, fits
"Pants feel a bit snug"
Telephone 01-4/11-11310
CANDIDATES:
perienced. Apply in person, no
behind the ear. Call 436-5697.Fl6P
'boat,
Jon
Try a Carefully Seasoned
ALUMINUM
14'
Order your matches now:
EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
phone calls please. Five Points
F21C
7534337.
Phone
Satisfying
$100.00.
per
people
753-8123
Two
Mae
available now
F15C
Bar-B-Que.
VOLVO 1800-E, 1971 with AM-FM
THREE BEDROOM house with apartment. Across street from
VEGATABLE PLATE
one owner.
Local
radials.
stereo,
full size basement, about one class room area of MSU campus. 1972 SALEM MOBILE home, two
89 Cents
753or
Call 753-0250
WANTED TWO part time
acre, on blacktop near Cold- Parking provided 753-4342, or bedrooms, all house furniture. Low mileage.
TRIANGLE INN
F16C
and
evening
waitresses,
71156.
water. $11,000 or best reasonable after 5:00 753-4978
•
F15C WW sell or may take over
•
weekends. One part time boy, • In
F15NC
bid. Phone 489-2110.
payments. Phone 474-7754. F21P
COMPLETE 327, motor, just
•
•
evenings and weekends. Apply in
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs. been over hauled. Phone 753•-c Goose Fashions!
South
on
house
LAKE PROPERTY: 7 room. lit TWO BEDROOM
plan. Lonardo 5696
person to Saucy Bar-B-Que and • e
)
Fide
ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales. Rent to purchase
baths, 6 closets, corner lot, 11th street. $75.00 a month. Phone
Pancake House,4409 Main
a
Piano Company. across from
Shopping
Bel-Air
the
on
Kentucky,
Mayfield,
•
F15C
or
753-1509
753-1513.
Fl9C •
Paris, TenStreet.
•
Center
for Sears Low Price 145'1145', completely furnished,
MAGNAVOX
Benton Highway. Travel trailers, Post Office,
REPOSSESSED
F16C
with T.V. and chest freezer.
• 00000••••••••••••••0
nessee
also
We
toppers
camper,
color portable TV. Will sell for
pickup
INSTALLED
BEDROOM house, extra
on
TWO
and
6.00
436-5469
Phone
between
HELP WANTED
rent campers by the week or
balance due J di B Music, 753FI6C nice. Good location. Phone 75310:00p.m
NEW TWO gallon ice cream 7575.
SEAMLESS
Tractor and Combine
BREAKFAST SPECIAL
489or
F20C
247-8187
Call
weekend.
F15C
3005 or 753-3482
12 gauge
Mechanic
,
3 large hot rakes. HOT maps
F17C freezer, electric. New
2303
ALUMINUM
shotgun.
Slayer
deer
whipped
of
lots
with
Remington
syrup
HOUSE-2 ACRES. 2o Miles BUILDING AT 4th and Pine,
Experience Necessary
16' FIBERGLASS sloop rigged
butter 49 cents.
South on Tom Taylor Road, Good equipped with air compressor THREE BEDROOM double-wide One set dock mooring braces. sail boat, 5 passenger. Also 91
Salary open
2
/
GUTTERING
.t at nonee for
(Can yOu
location, 3 and hoist. Phone 753-3018. F20C only $6595.00. Bill's Mobile Police equipment, handcuffs, H.P Evinrude motor Both in
Call (502) 753-1310
10 percent Discount thru Feb. house, Good
Triangle me
thiS?)
holder,
cartidge
belt
Brown,
Of see
Bedrooms, I bath, recently
excellent condition. Phone 436Homes, South Beltline Highway, Sam
_Cstalog Sales Office remodeled, and carpeted Call
LSou,
Will FA Stokes
mother of pearl grips. One new 5582.
Sears ,
FURNISHED THREE room Paducah,Ky. Phone 443F16P
hside Shopping
STOKES TRACTOR &
cover.
Keith Hays 489-2488 or John apartment. Couple only. Phone 6150
enter
F17C 12'x16' wagon box canvas
WANT TO BUY
IMP CO
F15NC
436-5801.
Phone
Randolph Realty di Auction Co., 753-6524 after 4:00p.m.
Fide
G.E. COMBINATION cassett
Authorized Massey
E 16C
for 753-8322.
PRITCHETT,
JOE
tape player and AM-FM radio.
immediately,
three
SELL
refrigerator
MUST
A-1
BUY:
TO
WANT
Ferguson Dealer
receiver with
TWO BEDROOM lake front UKC registered male Ftedbones AM-FM STEREO
Phone 753-7385 before 3:00
tank. Must be in good condition magistrate for District 1. March
Industrial Road
of
pair
one
player,
tape
track
8
house Phone 753-2250 (one is a show champion). One
F16C
p.m.
and reasonably priced. Phone 12NC
WOODED, LAKE front lot in furnished
Mayfield, Kentucky
two way air suspension speakers.
F20C UKC
registered female Black Excellent condition. Less than
753-0313 after 7:00 p.m
F15C
Lakeway Shore Subdivision after 4:00p.m.
and Tan. Also free puppies. one year old. Phone 767-3323 after ASSORTED LAMPS, tables, old
priced at only $1,700.00
3 entrances to the Trianglq
PLANT MANAGER wanted
dresser, desk and old bed. Phone
THREE ROOM upstairs apart- Phone Benton 527-9700,
WANT TO BUY: good hay. Phone
F17C 9.00p.m.
side & rear
Lake
Front,
on
lots
Two
adjoining
TFNC 753-8005.
Man with capability of setting up
F19C
located 401 South 8th
itt
Merit,
If you don't want to "DOLL /
753-7311 or see Starkie Hall at the
SubBluff
Shore
Drive in Pine
and managing new metal
UP",
month. Couples
per
$55.00
Street.
Coop.
KENTUCKY'S LARGEST KIRBY VACUUM, an upright
division both for only $3,995.00
Use the back without far
stamping plant in vacation land
LIKE NEW Gibson guitar. 2 pick
FI6C
753-8669.
Fl5C
variety of pistols. Buy now while shag rug specialist that adiusts
Lake area property near only. Phone
region Mnst be knowledgeable in
Triangle Inn 153-4433
. to. up, beautiful red Pro nuallty.
Ky.)
them
can
get
you
(Hamlin,
at
still
Chandler Park
service $100.00. Phone 753-8905.
rudai
s bn
punch -press operations, WANT TO BUY: ear corn.
all carpets. For saleF.ea
upstairs
FI9C
ooeese_
reasonable prices. Country Boy phone 767-6295 or 753-0359 after
water front lots, kt acre lots, 5 TWO BEDROOM
automatic feeds and tool and die Contact Stella Feed Mill, 753- ,
and
stove
apartment,
up
tracts
pistol
9
the
people.
Stores,
acre
miles
larger
and
farms
maintenance. Send realm* to 1255.
EPIC
GIRL'S CLOTHES, made from
refrigerator furnished. Carpeted from Hopkinsville, Junction 117 5:00 p.m
to 50 acres.
James L. Johnson, Murray
Available March 1.
patterns sizes 7-8 and 9-10, young
If You
throughout.
and 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
John C. Neubauer Real Estate,
Chamber of Commerce, Box 190,
Phone 753-5430, or days Hayden p.m.
TWO YEAR old registered Ap- jr All good condition. Phone 753fire
BUY
wood.
WANT
TO
Murray,
Fl7C
208
Street,
4th
South
Flee
Murray, Ky. 42071.
F20C
FI5C
Rickman 753-3242.
paloosa Stallion. Green broke. 6057.
ERIC
Phone 753-9787.
Kentucky, Res. 753-7531, 7534101.
good
with
gentle,
Very
Please
Phone
1966 CAPRICE with air, $500.00.
Robert Ftodgers Salesman, 753TrriNtorre, Of: first line quality
WANTED ROUTE man for
FURNISHED TWO bedroom Blue Star 16'
WANT TO BUY old glassware,
7116. Member Multiple Listing
runabout boat with disposition. Will make excellent carper' Then check our prices
Your
Murray and surrounding area.
753
Phone
Olive.
Fi6c house at 1623
40 H.P. motor and trailer, $500.00. western pleasure and halter Hughes Paint Store, 401 Maple
bases, figurines, etc. Phone 753Service.
Preferably 24-36 years of age.
Fl7C
2222.
Fl7C
FI7C stallion. Phone 753-7991 after 4:00 Street
Phone 489-2363.
3746.
Regal
the
March 6C,
Phone Mr. Ladd at
TFNC
p.m
INVESTMENT PROPERTY. 1631 FARMER Ave., one
Motel, Monday or ThurFl5P
Two bedroom furnished house bedroom unfurnished duplex,
sday.
MUSIC
with living room, kitchen, utility large living room, kitchen, bath, TWO ANTIQUE steamer trunks,
If No Results:
room and bath, paneled walls and storage room. Private one $35.00 and one 530.00. Three
EXPERIENCED WAITRESS for PIANO TUNING and Repair.
Phone
electric heat, storm windows and driveway and carport. Available rail motorcycle trailer, $65.00.
Saturday night and Sunday. Must Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered
F17P
storm doors, • nOI(Nly.- painted. March 1. Phone 492-8174.' F21C Phone253-6699.
be neat and efficient. Good 'craftsman Piano Technician.
TFC
Large lot 9.31-2'x140'. Now renting
working conditions, good tips. No Guild
- BULLS or HEIFERS
Stiletto
OSSA
Before 5:00 p.m.,
for $100.00 per month. Priced for FURNISHED APARTMENT, 1971-250cc
phone calls. Apply Colonial
1972-175cc
$550.00.
motorcycle,
Including
F15C
quick sale at $12,750.00.
From 1 Week to Weaning Age
House Smorgasbord.
private entrance. Off street
Then
TUNING -RepairPIANO
4 beds, 2 chest of drawers, kit- parking. All utilitiespaid, except Ossa Stiletto motorcycle, $650.00.
serexpert
Fl7P
rebuilding. Prompt
For Further Information .
After 5:30 p.m. and
ctien table, with chairs, elearl& electricity.Couples Only. No pets. Phone 753-5699.
vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
stove, electric refrigerator. Phone7513019.
ORENING FOR cashier. ExF17C
Until 6:30 p.m.
pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer
1972 YAMAHA 125 Enduvo.
Shown by appointment. only.
cellent opportunity Please apply
Phone 753Kentucky.
Murray,
753-7566 after 3:00 p.m.
Phone
Kitchen,
753Jr.,
Captains
John
Phone
Pasco;
in person to
THREE BEDROOM house near
Fl7C
FIfiC 8911
7278.
Hwy.641 North.
F17C
753-2342.
Phone
university.
TFC
'.1)111 1-

JEAN-S.
'3.99

A-T-T-E-N-T-1-0-N!

SPORT COATS

All Other Merchandise 10% OFF the
Already Discounted Price!

Spring Merchandise
Arriving Daily

SHIRLEY FLORIST

I

Miss Your Paper

Paper Carrier
First
753-1916

HOLSTEIN CALVES -

Phone.489-2161

753-7278

'Aft* 5:00 p.m...as
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Continued from Page 1
Kentucky regarding their
preferences on a proposed
I.cadership Training Camp. The
findings of the survey were
presented in the form of a
manual which was highlighted
by the use of computer analysis
and graphic presentation of the
findings
Miss Mary Devine, daughter
of ler and Mrs. John Devin was
aaarded first plactrfor a study
in marketing of the home furnishings Industry. The study
was also presented in the form
of a manual and was the findings of a random telephone
survey dealing with advertising
effectiveness of Ens Interiors.
Jennifer
Tabers,
Miss
daughter of Mr. and Mrs Joshua
Tabers, received,a first place
for her demonstration of gift
wrapping and wrapping a
package for mailing.
Roderick Reed, son of
Orea Nell Bumphis, received
first place in the DECA quiz
contest.
Jimmy Gingles, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Rob Gingles, received
second place in a Sales
—Dernonearatieen Contest-in whie
he sold a camera.
Ara Colson, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs Calvert R Colson,
received second place in visual
display
Lamar Harrell, son of Mr
and Mrs Jamie Harrell,
received second place for the
window display contest.
•

system as a stock boy and was
almost immediately placed in
training as a future manager.
Seventeen months after he
joined Big K, he was managing
his first store at Humboldt,
Tennessee. During the nearly 18
years, with Big K, Griffin has
won a number of honors
because of his ability and sales
records.
He has managed stores in
Yazoo, Mississippi, and in East.
Tennessee with the remainder
of his tenure in the general
Nashville, area.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
George Griffin, Sr. of 716
Street,
in
Richardson,
Clarksville. His wife's parents
also live there. Mrs. Griffin is
the former Betty Jo Farmer of
Clarksville, and the couple has
two children, Keith, a freshman
at Calloway County' High and
Kenneth in the fifth grade at
Lynn Grove.
Mrs. Griffin and the children
will remain in Murray until the
school year ends and will move
to Clarksville in. May.
%wilt-y-1110460d Mt
"1
to stay here," Mr. Griffin said
he
today. While in Murray
worked with Little League
baseball and football and has
been an avid Murray State fan.
He is a member of the Murray
Rotary Club and the family are
members of the Cumberland
Griffin is
Mrs. Alice Kenley of 202 Presbyterian Church.
Colonel.
Mulberry Street, Murray, was also a Kentucky
claimed by death Tuesday at
Mr. Griffin said that the sales
11:50 p.m. at the Murray- volume of the local store has
Calloway County Hospital She been doubled over the first year
was 84 years of age
of operation. "We have had an
The deceased was born Oc- increase every year in spite of
tober 20, 1888, and had been a increased competition,- he
life long resident of Murray She said. While Mr. Griffin has been
was a member of the Seventh in Murray, a new 20,000 square
and Poplar Church of Christ. foot area was added to the store.
Survivors include four
"I wish to express my apdaughters, Miss Sophie Kenley
preciation
to the people of
Novella
Miss
of Paducah,
Kenley and Mrs. Louise Gam, Murray for their patronage
both of Murray, and Mrs. since we opened here," he said.
continued
loyal
Rosetta McCuiston of In- "Your
dianapolis, Ind.; four sons, patronage has enabled us to
George Kenley, and Jesse maintain a large inventory of
Kenley, both of Murray; , thousands of items," he said.
Graves Kenley of Saginaw,
Be also expressed his apMich., and Arthur Kenley of preciation for the friendship of
Detroit, Mich ; twenty-three the many boys with whom he
grandchildren, thirty-ax great has worked in baseball and
grandchildren
football, and the cooperation of
The wake will be held Friday the parents of the boys. "I hope
from seven to nine p.m. at the to come back here arid live
Wayman Chapel Methodist some day," he concluded.
Church
Replacing Mr Griffin will be
Funeral Services will be
conducted Saturday at two p.m. James Tallent who will Come to
at the Seventh and Poplar Murray from the Tullahoma,
Church of Christ with Bro. Roy Tennessee, store.
Beasley, Jr., officiating.
Interment will be in the
Murray Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Rutledge
Funeral Home.

George Griffin, manager of
Big K, has been promoted to the
managership of the largest Big
K, store in the system, located
at Clarksville, Tennessee. Mr.
Griffin came to Murray
January 15, 1968, to manage the
local store which was just
opening.
Griffin joined the Big K,

ra-,4

Mrs. Myrtle H. Calhoon
passed away Wednesday at
eleven a.m. at the home of a
daughter,
Mrs.
Thomas
(Bertha) Overcast, Murray
Route Six. She was 75 y_ears of
age.
The deceased was the wife of
Thomas Jefferson Calhoon who
died June 30, 1967. She was a
member of the Bell City Baptist
Church. Born January 29, 1898,
in Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Bud Hale
and Hilda Williams Hale.
Mrs. Calhoon is survived by
three daughters, Mrs. Overcast
of Murray Route Six, Mrs.
Annie Sanders of Bell City, and
Mrs. Lona Manning of Warren,
Mich.; one son, Lonnie Calhoon
of Bell City; three brothers,
Lloyd Hale of Paducah, Robert
Hale of Ypsilanti, Mich., and
Claude Hale of Pennsylvania;
twelve grandchildren; fifteen
great grandchildren
Funeral services have been
acheduleciFridax.at eleven a.m..
at the chapel of the Maz y
Churchill Funeral Home with
Rev. R. J. Burpoe officiating.
Burial will be in the Henslee
Cemetery
with
the
arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home where
friends may call

Funeral services for Mrs
Minnie E. Moody of 1706 Ryan
Avenue, Murray, will be held
Friday at two p.m at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Bro. Roy
Beasley, Jr., officiating.
Pallbearers will be Claude
Steele,tarvin WiLson, Everette
Oliver, Rupert Sanders, Bill
Simmons, and Orien Vaughn.
Interment will be in the Bethel
Cemetery in Henry County.
Tenn., with the arrangements
by the Max Churchill Funeral
Home where friends may call.
Mrs. Moody, age 80, succumbed Tuesday, at 5:15 p.m_
at the Puryear Nursing Home
She was a member of a
Missionary Baptist Church in
West Virginia. Born November
M, 1892, in Henry County,
Tenn., she was the daughter of
the late Green French and
Martha Patterson French.
The Murray woman is survived by her husband, R.B.Moody of 17001 Ryan Avenue,
Murray, one son, Roy B.
Moody, Jr., of Boston, Mass.:
two granddaughters. Pam and
Karen Moody of Columbia
S.C.; one brother, Thurman
French of Buchanan, Tenn.

The funeral for Joseph
Columbus Dawson, retired
fanner is being held today at
one p.m. at the Milligan
Funeral Home, Dover, Tenn.,
Ilse eamplIalaredInk beaks sibrirs pram IhriMmen's, pride and Jo) is the miniature 1.ise, bottom left, which is only
with Rev John Herndon oftistal tall. and nmemliititnianiesIntitewinnelieliksitwaniessitsif solid brass, and shaped with a jeweler's file The pocket knife is
ficiating
7,) inch long with twe sespindie
NA elesarse, deuIsad brass
Interment will be in the
Sum Cemetery in the Land
Between the Lakes.
' Dawson, age 80, died Wed. —siday morning at the Trigg
4Csialisseal from Page 1
---0111118y Hospital, Cadiz. He was
and, Buchanan's pride and joy,
,--aiiiember
of the Linton United
inch
three-fourths
a vise, only
and a veteran
Church
ilethod1.1
college
Nine Seminary students will will be undergraduate
tall, mounted on a one-inch
a
one-week students and high school
conclude
MAYFIELD, Ky. 1AP ) — of World War I. His wife was
square table, which actually
Seminarian Intern Program on seniors who have evidenced an The 23 patrolmen of the May- Sammie Futrell Dawson who is
works.
deceased. Born August 16, 1892,
The largest pieces are a pick Saturday afternoon at the interest in, or who may have a field Police Department lip.
in Trigg County, he was the son
the
ministry.
Ministry.
This
potential
for,
Campus
United
disciplinary
acrisked
paently
measure
which
shovel,
and
Co-sponsors, in addition to the tion this morning, calling in for of the late Robert A. Dawson
about three inches Also in- week they have been visiting
Campus Ministry, are the third day in a row to say and Arminta Herndon Dawson.
with
United
students
talking
with
cluded in the set is a
He is survived by one son,
area Seminaries, the Board of they would not report to work
pocketknife, less that one inch faculty members, and living in
J. DOWSOI1 of Dover,
William
United
the
dorms
and
off-campus
of
Ministry
illness.
because
of
Long. which has two blades that
sisters, Mrs. Maggie
Tenn.,
two
the
objectives
of
the
and
The
Church,
Methodist
Tuesday
The sick calls began
actually open and close.
United after the city council an- Herndon and Mrs. Ida Gordon,
A crescent wrench, complete program will be to provide Office of Vocations of the
nounced Monday night that :1 both of Cadiz, and one grandin detail, opened and closed at seminarians with an op- Presbyterian Church
increased
gain
to
portunity..
could not meet the patrolmen s child.
one time, Buchanan tells, hut's
demands for increased pay and
coating of lacquer has frozen competence for the ministry, to
benefits
the mechanism Channel lock test the choice of a particular
Police Chief Cletus Sullivar
pliers open and close, as do tin form of ministry, and to relate
and three police captains have
snips, and believe it or not, their academic studies more
(Coatiaued from Page 1)
remained on duty in the abthere is a miniature hacksaw, clearly to the life, work and
Church
of
the
mission
and
the
the
patrolmen,
sence
of
land at about 1 p.m. EST and
and the blade comes out, just
State Police have given their the second two hours later.
like the real thing
The nine students represent
Calvary Temple First Pen- assistance
It was a subdued, 'militaryThe pipe wrench assortment five area Seminaries. Wallace
Members of Phi Beta Lambda
Regulations allow patrolmer like but emotional homecoming
works; so do the wire pliers and Bryant and Sydney Irving at- tecostal Church of God anprofessional business fraterpipe cutters. Also included in tend Gammon Theological nounces a World Missions to remain off duty for two days at this sprawling base 50 miles
nity at Murray State University
the set are a complete line of School in Atlanta, Georgia. Conference to be held Friday, without a physician's written northeast of San Francisco on
The Murray Vocational entertained the children of the
hammer,
excuse.
remasonry tools, sledge
the low-key
Judy /Wien and David Hyatt February 16. through Sunday,
Wednesday
School will offer a 20 hour class Paradise Friendly Orphans
Dr. Donald H. Froemsdorf,
Mayor Everett Anderson Jr ception President Nixon had re- in income tax reporting
an assortment of screwdrivers are students at Lexington February 18.
Home Tuesday, Feb 13, with a
professor of chemistry and
Rev Donald E. Shute, World has said men sailing in sick quested.
and open end wrenches, a ball Theological Seminary in
beginning Monday, February Valentine's Day party
chairman of the Division of
cheering, flag-waving 19, at 6 30 p m (lass sessions
A
and peen hammer, a tack Lexington. Louisville Missions director for the without a written excuse after
Besides serving refreshments Sciences at Southeast Missouri
Presbyterian students are Bill Pentecostal Church of God of two days face disciplinary ac- crowd of 2,000 — mostly base will be held on Monday and
hammer and a hatchet
personnel and military families Thursday evenings from 6 30 of Valentine cake, and cola, State University at Cape
There's a mitre saw, a spirit Giesiecke and Alphonso White. America with international tion.
On two occasions, patrolmen — greeted the homecoming p.m until 9 30 p.m. for seven they supervised a game period Girardeau, will appear at
level, a keyhole saw, handsaw, Irvin West and Corcky Carlisle headquarters in Joplin, Mo.,
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